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COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED METHOD FOR PROFILING MEDICAL CLAIMS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to computer-implemented methods for

processing medical claims information. More particularly, the present invention relates to a

computer-implemented method for receiving input data relating to a person's medical claim,

establishing a management record for the person, establishing episode treatment groups to

define groupings of medical episodes of related etiology, correlating subsequent medical

claims events to an episode treatment group and manipulating episode treatment groups

based upon time windows for each medical condition and co-morbidities.

BACKGROUND OF THE TNVENTTON

Due to an increase in health care costs and inefficiency in the health care system,

health care providers and service management organizations need health care maintenance

systems which receive input medical claim data, correlate the medical claim data and provide

a means for quantitatively and qualitatively analyzing provider performance. Because of the

complex nature of medical care service data, many clinicians and administrators are not able

to efficiently utilize the data. A need exists for a computer program that transforms inpatient

and out patient claim data to actionable information which is logically understood by

clinicians and administrators.

Performance is quickly becoming the standard by which health care purchasers and

informed consumers select their health care providers. Those responsible for the

development and maintenance of provider networks search for an objective means to

measure and quantify the health care services provided to their clients. Qualitative and

quantitative analysis of medical provider performance is a key element for managing and

improving a health care network. Operating a successful health care network requires the

ability to monitor and quantify medical care costs and care quality. Oftentimes, success

depends on the providers* ability to identify and correct problems in their health care system.

A need exists, therefore, for an analytical tool for identifying real costs in a given health care

management system.
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To operate a more efficient health care system, health care providers need to optimize

health care services and expenditures. Many providers practice outside established utilization

and cost norms. Systems that detect inappropriate coding, eliminate potentially inappropriate

services or conduct encounter-based payment methodology are insufficient for correcting the

inconsistencies of the health care system. When a complication or comorbidity is

encountered during the course of treatment, many systems do not reclassify the treatment

profile. Existing systems do not adjust for casemix, concurrent conditions or recurrent

conditions. A system that compensates for casemix should identify the types of ilbiesses

treated in a given population, determine the extent of resource application to specific types of

iihiesses, measure and compare the treatment patterns among individual and groups of health

care providers and educate providers to more effectively manage risk. When profiling

claims, existing systems establish classifications v^hich do not contain a manageable number

of groupings, are not clinically homogeneous or are not statistically stable. A need exists,

therefore, for a patient classification system that accounts for differences in patient severity

and establishes a clearly defined unit of analysis.

For many years, computer-implemented programs for increasing health care

efficiency have been available for purchase. Included within the current patent literature and

competitive information are many programs which are directed to the basic concept of health

care systems.

The Mohlenbrock, et al. patent, U.S. Patent No. 4,667,292, issued m 1987, discloses a

medical reimbursement computer system which generates a list identifying the most

appropriate diagnostic-related group (DRG) and related categories applicable to a given

patient for inpatient claims only. The list is limited by a combination of the characteristics of

the patient and an initial principal diagnosis. A physician can choose a new designation from

a list of related categories while the patient is still being treated. The manually determined

ICD-9 numbers can be applied to an available grouper computer program to compare the

working DRG to the government's DRG.

The Mohlenbrock, et al. patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,018,067, issued in 1991, discloses

an apparatus and method for improved estimation of health resource consumption through

the use of diagnostic and/or procedure grouping and severity of illness indicators. This

system is a computer-implemented program that calculates the amount of payment to the
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health provider by extracting the same input data as that identified in the Mohienbrock '292

Patent teaching the DRG System. The system calculates the severity of the patient's ilhiess

then classifies each patient into sub-categories of resource consumption within a designated

DRG. A computer combines the input data according to a formula consisting of constants

5 and variables. The variables are known for each patient and relate to the number ofICD

codes and the government weighing ofthe codes. The software program determines a set of

constants for use in the formula for a given DRG which minimizes variances between the

actual known outcomes and those estimated by use of the formula. Because it is based upon

various levels of illness severity within each diagnosis, the results of this system provide a

10 much more homogenous grouping of patients than is provided by the DRGs. Providers can

be compared to identify those providers whose practice patterns are of the highest quality and

most cost efficient. A set of actual costs incurred can be compared with the estimated costs.

After the initial diagnosis, the system determines the expected costs of treating a patient.

The Schneiderman patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,099,424, issued in 1992, discloses a

15 model user application system for clinical data processing that tracks and monitors a

simulated out-patient medical practice using database management software. The system

allows for a database of patients and the entry ofEKG and/or chest x-ray (CXR) test results

into separate EKG/CXR records as distinct logical entities. This system requires entry of test

results which are not part of the medical claim itself. If not already present, the entry creates

20 a separate lab record which may be holding blood work from the same lab test request.

Portions of the information are transferred to the lab record for all request situations.

Although the lab record data routine is limited to blood work, each time the routine is run,

historical parameter data are sent to a companion lab record along with other data linking

both record types. The system also includes a revision of the system's specialist record and

25 the general recommendation from an earlier work for more explicit use in information

management.

TheTawil patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,225,976, issued in 1993, discloses an automated

health benefit processing system. This system minimizes health care costs by informing the

purchasers of medical services about market conditions of those medical services. A

30 database includes, for each covered medical procedure in a specific geographic area, a list of

capable providers and their charges. A first processor identifies the insured then generates a

-3-
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treatment plan and the required medical procedures, Ne?ct, the first processor retrieves

information related to the medical procedures and appends the information to the treatment

plan. A second processor generates an actual treatment record including the actual charges.

A third processor compares the plan and the actual records to determine the amounts payable

to the insured and the provider.

TheErtel patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,307,262, issued in 1994, discloses a patient data

quality review method and system. The system performs data quality checks and generates

documents to ensure the best description of a case. The system provides file security and

tracks the cases through the entire review process. Patient data and system performance data

are aggregated into a common data base which interfaces with existing data systems. Data

profiles categorize data quality problems by type and source. Problems are classified as to

potential consequences. The system stores data, processes it to determine misreporting,

classifies the case and displays the case-specific patient data and aggregate patient data.

The HoUoway, et al. patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,253,164, issued in 1993, discloses a

system and method for detecting fraudulent medical claims via examination of service codes.

This system interprets medical clahns and associated representation according to specific

rules and against a predetermined CPT-4 code database. A knowledge base interpreter

applies the knowledge base using the rules specified. The database can be updated as new

methods of inappropriate coding are discovered. The system recommends appropriate CPT

codes or recommends pending the claims until additional information is received. The

recommendations are based on the decision rules that physician reviewers have already used

on a manual basis.

The Cummings patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,301,105, issued in 1994, discloses an all

care health management system. The patient-based system mcludes an integrated

interconnection and interaction of essential health care participants to provide patients with

complete support. The system includes interactive participation with the patients employers

and banks. The system also integrates all aspects of the optimization of health-mducing diet

and life style factors and makes customized recommendations for health-enhancing practices.

By pre-certifying patients and procedures, the system enhances health care efficiency and

reduces overhead costs.
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The Dome patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,325,293, issued in 1994, discloses a system and

method for correlating medical procedures and medical billing codes. After an examination,

the system automatically determines raw codes directly associated with all of the medical

procedures performed or planned to be performed with a particular patient. The system

5 allows the physician to modify the procedures after preforming the examination. By

manipulating the raw codes, the system generates intermediate and billing codes without

altering the raw codes.

The Kessler, et al. patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,324,077, issued in 1994, discloses a

negotiable medical data draft for tracking and evaluating medical treatment. This system

10 gathers medical data from ambulatory visits using a medical data draft completed by the

provider to obtain payment for services, to permit quality review by medical insurers. In

exchange for immediate partial payment of services, providers are required to enter data

summarizing the patient's visit on negotiable medical drafts. The partial payments are

incentives to providers for participating in the system.

15 The Torma, et al, patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,365,425, issued in 1994, discloses a

method and system for measurmg management effectiveness. Quality, cost and access are

integrated to provide a holistic description of the effectiveness of care. The system compares

general medical treatment databases and surveyed patient perceptions of care. Adjustments

based on severity of illness, case weight and military costs are made to the data to ensure that

20 all medical facilities are considered fairly.

Health Chex's PEER-A-MED computer program is a physician practice profiling

system that provides case-mix adjusted physician analysis based on a clinical severity

concept. The system employs a multivariate linear regression analysis to appropriately adjust

for case-mix. After adjusting for the complexity of the physician's case-load, the system

25 compares the relative: performance of a physician to the performance of the peer group as a

whole. The system also compares physician utilization performance for uncomplicated,

commonly seen diagnosis. Because the full spectrum of clinical care that is rendered to a

patient is not represented in its databases, the system is primarily used as an economic

performance measurement tool. This system categorizes the claims into general codes

30 including acute, chronic, mental health and pregnancy. Comorbidity and CPT-4 codes adjust

for acuity level. The codes are subcatagorized into twenty cluster groups based upon the

-5-
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level of severity. The system buckets the codes for the year and contains no apparent episod

building methodology. While the PEER-A-MED system contains clinically heterogeneous

groupings, the groupings are not episode-based and recurrent episodes cannot be accounted.

Ambulatory Care Groups (ACG) provides a patient-based system which uses the

patient and the analysis unit. Patients are assigned to an diagnosis group and an entire year's

claims are bucketed into thirty-one diagnosis groups. By pre-defining the diagnosis groups,

this is a bucketing-type system and claim management by medical episode does not occur.

The system determines if a claim is in one of the buckets. Because different diseases could

be categorized into the same ACG, this system is not clinically homogeneous. An additional

problem with ACGs are that too many diagnosis groups are in each ACG.

Ambulatory Patient Groups (APGs) are a patient classification system designed to

explain the amount and type of resources used in an ambulatory visit. Patients in each APG
have similar clinical characteristics and similar resource use and cost. Patient characteristics

should relate to a common organ system or etiology. The resources used are constant and

predictable across the patients within each APG. This system is an encounter-based system

because it looks at only one of the patient's encounters with the health care system. This

system mainly analyzes outpatient hospital visits and does not address inpatient services.

The GMIS system uses a bucketing procedure that profiles by clumps of diagnosis

codes including 460 diagnostic episode clusters (DECs). The database is client specific and

contains a flexible number and type of analytic data files. This system is episode-based, but

it does not account for recurrent episodes, so a patient's complete data history within a one

year period is analyzed as one pseudo-episode. Signs and symptoms do not cluster to the

actual disease state, e.g. abdominal pain and appendicitis are grouped m different clusters.

This system does not use CPT-4 codes and does not shift the DEC to account for acuity

changes during the treatment of a patient.

Value Health Sciences offers a value profiling system, under the trademark VALUE
PROFILER, that utilizes a DB2 mainframe relational database with 1,800 groups. The

system uses ICD9 and CPT-4 codes which are bucket codes. Based on quality and cost-

effectiveness of care, the system evaluates all claims data to produce case-mix adjusted

profiles of networks, specialties, providers and episodes of ilhiess. The pseudo-episode

building methodology contains clinically pre-defmed time periods during which claims for a
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patient are associated with a particular condition and designated provider. The automated

practice review system analyzes health care claims to identify and correct abeirant claims in

a pre-payment mode (Value Coder) and to profile practice patterns in a post-payment mode

(Value Profiler). This system does not link signs and symptoms and the diagnoses are non-

comprehensive because the profiling is based on the exclusion of services. No apparent

shifting of episodes occurs and the episodes can only exist for a preset time because the

windows are not recurrent.

The medical claim profiling programs described in foregoing patents and non-patent

literature demonstrate that, while conventional computer-implemented health care systems

exist, they each suffer from the principal disadvantage of not identifying and grouping

medical claims on an episodic basis or shifting episodic groupings based upon complications

or co-morbidities. The present computer-implemented health care system contams important

improvements and advances upon conventional health care systems by identifymg concurrent

and recurrent episodes, flagging records, creating new groupings, shifting groupuigs for

changed clmical conditions, selecting the most recent claims, resetting windows, making a

determination if the provider is an independent lab and continuing to collect information

imtil an absence of treatment is detected.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is a broad aspect of the present invention to provide a computer-

implemented medical claims profiling system.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

system that allows an objective means for measuring and quantifying health care services.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

system that includes a patient classification system based upon episode treatment groups.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

system that groups claims to clinically homogeneous and statistically stable episode treatment

groups.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

system that includes claims grouping utilizing service or segment-level claim data as input

data.
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It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

, system that assigns each claim to an appropriate episode.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

system that identifies concurrent and recurrent episodes.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

system that shifts groupings for changed clinical conditions.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

system that employs a decisional tree to assign claims to the most relevant episode treatment

group.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a medical claims profiling

system that resets windows of time based upon complications, co-morbidities or mcreased

severity of clinical conditions.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a health care system that

continues to collect claim information and assign claim information to an episode treatment

group until an absence of treatment is detected.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a health care system that

creates orphan records.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a health care system that

creates phantom records.

The foregoing objectives are met by the present system which allows an objective

means for measuring and quantifying health care services based upon episode treatment

groups (ETGs), An episode treatment group (ETG) is a clinically homogenous and

statistically stable group of similar illness etiology and therapeutic treatment. ETG grouper

method uses service or segment-level claim data as input data and assigns each service to the .

appropriate episode.

ETGs gather all in-patient, ambulatory and ancillary claims into mutually exclusive

treatment episodes, regardless of treatment duration, then use clinical algorithms to identify

both concurrent and recurrent episodes. ETG grouper method continues to collect

information until an absence of treatment is detected for a predetermined period of time

commensurate with the episode. For example, a bronchitis episode will have a sixty day

window, while a myocardial infarction may have a one year window. Subsequent records of
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the same nature within the window reset the window for an additional period of time until the

patient is asymptomatic for the pre-determined time period.

ETGs can identify a change in the patient's condition and shift the patient's episode

from the initially defmed ETG to the ETG which includes the change in condition. ETGs

5 identify all providers treating a single illness episode, allowing the user to uncover specific

treatment patterns. After adjusting for case-mix, ETGs measure and compare the fmancial

and clinical performance of individual providers or entire networks.

Medical claim data is input as data records by data entry into a computer storage

device, such as a hard disk drive. The inventive medical claims profiling system may reside

10 in any of a number of computer system architectures, i.e., it may be run from a stand-alone

computer or exist in a client-server system, for example a local area network (LAN) or wide

area network (WAN).

Once relevant medical claim data is input, claims data is processed by loading the

computer program into the computer system memory. During set-up of the program onto the

15 computer system, the computer program will have previously set pointers to the physical

location of the data files and look-up tables written to the computer storage device. Upon

initialization of the inventive computer program, the user is prompted to enter an identifier

for a first patient. The program then checks for open episodes for the identified patient, sets

flags to identify the open episodes and closes any episodes based upon a predetermined time

20 duration from date of episode to current date. After all open episodes for a patient are

identified, the new claims data records are read to memory and validated for type of

provider, CPT code and ICD-9 (dx) code, then identified as a management, surgery, facility,

ancillary, drug or other record.

As used herein, "Management records" are defined as claims which represent a

25 service by a provider engaging in the direct evaluation, management or treatment or a

patient. Examples of management records include office visits and therapeutic services.

Management records serve as anchor records because they represent focal points in the

patient treatment as well as for related ancillary services.

"Ancillary records" are claims which represent services which are incidental to the

30 direct evaluation, management and treatment of the patient. Examples of ancillary records

include X-ray and laboratory tests.

-9-
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"Surgery records" are specific surgical claims. Surgery records also serve as anchor

records.

"Facility records" are claims for medical care facility usage. Examples of facility

records include hospital room charges or outpatient surgical room charges.

"Drug records" are specific for pharmaceutical prescription claims.

"Other records" are those medical claim records which are not management, surgery,

ancillary, facility or drug records.

Invalid records are flagged and logged to an error output file for the user. Valid

records are then processed by an ETG Assignor Sub-routine and, based upon diagnosis code,

is either matched to existing open episodes for the patient or serve to create new episodes.

Management and surgery records serve as "anchor records." An "anchor record" is a

record which originates a diagnosis or a defmitive treatment for a given medical condition.

Management and surgery records serve as base reference records for facility, ancillary and

drug claim records relating to the diagnosis or treatment which is the subject of the

management or surgery record. Only management and surgery records can serve to start a

given episode.

If the record is a management record or a surgery record, the diagnosis code in the

claun record is compared with prior related open episodes in an existing look-up table for a

possible ETG match. If more than one open episode exists, the program selects the most

recent open episode. A positive match signifies that the current episode is related to an

existing open episode. After the match is determined, the time window is reset for an

additional period of time corresponding to the episode. A loop shifts the originally assigned

ETG based on the additional or subsequent diagnoses. If any of the additional or subsequent

diagnoses is a defmed co-morbidity diagnosis, the patient's co-morbidity file updated. If no

match between the first diagnosis code and an open episode is found, a new episode is

created.

Grouping prescription drug records requires two tables, a NDC (National Drug Code)

by GDC (Generic Drug Code) table and a GDC by ETG table. Because the NDC table has

approximately 200,000 entries, it has been found impracticable to directly construct an NDC
by ETG table. For this reason the NDC by GDC table serves as a translation table to

translate NDCs to GDCs and construct a smaller table based upon GDCs. Reading, then

-10-
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from these tables, the NDC code in the claim data record is read and translated to a GDC

code. The program then identifies all valid ETGs for the GDC codes in the claim data record

then matches those valid ETGs with active episodes.

These and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become

more apparent to those skilled in the art from the following more detailed description of the

non-limiting preferred embodiment of the invention taken with reference to the

accompanying Figures.

BRffiF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Briefly summarized, a preferred embodiment of the invention is described in

conjunction with the illustrative disclosure thereof in the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG, 1 is a diagranunatic representation of a computer system used with the

computer-implemented method for analyzing medical claims data in accordance with the

present invention.

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating the general functional steps of the computer

implemented method for analyzing medical claims data in accordance with the present

invention.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an Eligible Record Check routine which

validates and sorts patient claim data records.

FIGS. 4A to 4F are flow diagrams illustrating the Management Record Grouping

Sub-routine of the ETG Assignor Routine in accordance with the computer-implemented

method of the present invention.

FIGS. 5A-5D are flow diagrams illustrating a Surgery Record Grouping Sub-routine

of the ETG Assignor Routine in accordance with the computer-implemented method of the

present invention.

FIGS. 6A-6E are flow diagrams illustrating a Facility Record Grouping Sub-routine

of the ETG Assignor Routine in accordance with the computer-implemented method of the

present invention.

FIGS. 7A-B are flow diagrams illustrating an Ancillary Record Grouping Sub-routine

of the ETG Assignor Routine in accordance with the computer-implemented method of the

present invention.
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FIGS, 8A-8C are flow diagrams illustrating a Drug Record Grouping Sub-routine of

the ETG Assignor Routine in accordance with the computer-implemented method of the

present invention.

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating the Episode Definer Routine in accordance with

5 the computer-implemented method of the present invention.

FIG. 10 is diagrammatic timeline illustrating a hypothetical patient diagnosis and

medical claims history during a one year period and grouping of claim records as

management records and ancillary records with cluster groupings.

FIG. 11 is a diagrammatic representation of a 1-9 Diagnosis Code (dx) X ETG table

1 0 illustrating predetermined table values called by the Episode Definer Routine of the present

invention.

FIG. 12 is a diagrammatic representation of an 1-9 Diagnosis Code 9 (dx) X CPT

Code table illustrating predetermined table values called by the Episode Definer Routine of

the present invention.

15 FIG. 13 is a diagrammatic representation of a National Drug Code (NDC) to Generic

Drug Code (GDC) conversion table illustrating predetermined Generic Drug Code values

called by the Drug Record Groupmg Sub-routine of the Episode Definer Routine of the

present invention.

FIG. 14 is a diagrammatic representation of a Generic Drug Code (GDC) to Episode

20 Treatment Group (ETG) table illustrating predetermined table values called by the Drug

Record Grouping Sub-routine of the Episode Definer Routine of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring particularly to the accompanying drawings, the basic structural elements of

a health care management system of the present invention are shown. Health care

25 management system consists generally of a computer system 10. Computer system 10 is

capable of running a computer program 12 that incorporates the inventive method is shown

in FIG. 1 . The computer system 10 includes a central processing unit (CPU) 14 connected to

a keyboard 16 which allows the user to input conmiands and data into the CPU 14. It will be

understood by those skilled in the art that CPU 14 includes a microprocessor, random access

30 memory (RAM), video display controller boards and at least one storage means, such as a

-12-
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hard disk drive or CD-ROM, The computer system 10 also contains a video display 1

8

which displays video images to a person using the computer system 10. The video display

screen 18 is capable of displaying video output in the form of text or other video unages.

Episode Treatment Groups (ETGs) are used to define the basic analytical unit in the

computer-implemented method of the present invention. ETGs are episode based and

conceptually similar to Diagnostic Related Groups (DRGs), with a principal difference being

that DRGs are inpatient only. ETGs encompass both inpatient and outpatient treatment.

Using ETGs as the basic episodic definer permits the present invention to track

concurrently and recurrently occurring illnesses and correctly identify and assign each

service event to the appropriate episode. Additionally, ETGs account for changes in a

patient's condition during a course of treatment by shifting from the initially defined ETG to

one which includes the changed condition once the changed condition is identified.

The inventive medical claims profiling system defines Episode Treatment Groups

(ETGs). The number ofETGs may vary, depending upon the definitional specificity the

health care management organization desires. Presently, the inventive system defines 558

ETGs, which are assigned ETG Numbers 1-900 distributed across the following medical

areas: Infectious Diseases, Endocrinology, Hematology, Psychiatry, Chemical Dependency,

Neurology, Ophthalmology, Cardiology, Otolaryngology, Pulmonology, Gastroenterology,

Hepatology, Nephrology, Obstetrics, Gynecology, Dermatology, Orthopedics and

Rheumatology, Neonatology, Preventative and Administrative and Signs and Isolated Signs.

Symptoms and Non-Specific Diagnoses or Conditions. Under the presently existing system,

ETG 900 is reserved to "Isolated Signs, Symptoms and Non-Specific Diagnoses or

Conditions," and is an ETG designation used where the diagnosis code is incapable of being

assigned to another ETG. A listing of exemplary ETGs for typical episodes is attached as

Appendix 1
. Those skilled in the art will understand, however, that the number ofETGs may

change, the ETG numbering system is variable, the ETG classifications may be defined with

relatively broader or narrower degrees of specificity and the range of medical specialties may

be greater or few^er. as required may be require by the management organization in their

medical claims data analysis protocols.
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An episode may be considered a low outlier or high outlier. Low outliers are

episodes with dollar values below the minimum amount which is specific to each ETG.

Examples of low outliers include patients which drop from a plan during mid-episode and

patients who use out-of-network providers and do not submit claims. High outliers are those

episodes with high dollar values greater than the 75th percentile plus 2.5 times the

interquartile range, based upon a predefined database. The low and high outlier points are

pre-determined and hard-coded into the inventive system and will vary across analysis

periods.

If no ICD-9 (diagnosis code) on a given record matches the CPT-4 code, i.e., a

diagnosis of bronchitis and a CPT of knee x-ray, an invalid code segment results. The

inventive system outputs invalid records and discontinues the processing of these records.

An invalid ICD-9 code is assigned to ETG 997, an invalid CPT.4 code is assigned to ETG

996 and an invalid provider type is assigned to ETG 995. A sequential anchor count and a

sequential episode count are incremented after each ETG assignment. Active open and

closed ETG files include ETG number, sequential episode number, most recent anchor from

date of service and most recent sequential anchor record count. An alternative embodiment

creates a single record for each individual episode containing ETG number, patient age,

patient sex, episode number, total charges, total payments, earlier anchor record, last anchor

record, whether the episode was closed ("clean finish"), number of days between database

start date and earliest anchor record, whether a number of days between database start date

and earliest anchor record exceeds the ETG's days interval, patient identification, physician

identification, management charges, management paid, surgery charges, surgery paid,

ancillary charges and ancillary paid.

The inventive system uses clinical algorithms to identify both concurrent and

recurrent episodes. Subsequent episodes of the same nature within a window reset the

window for an additional period of time until the patient is asymptomatic for a pre-

determined time period. If an ETG matches a prior ETG, a recurrent ETG is created and the

window is reset. The most recent claim is selected if more than one matched claim exists. If

the ETG does not match an active ETG, a new concurrent ETG is created.

Comorbidities, complications or a defining surgery could require an update of the

patient's condition to an ETG requiring a more aggressive treatment profile. ETG's changes
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in the patient's clinical condition and shift the patient's episode from the initially defined

ETG to an ETG which includes the change in clinical condition.

If the claim is an ancillary record and it does not match an active ETG it is designated

an "orphan" ancillary record.

Termination of an episode is detected by an absence of treatment for a period of time

commensurate with the episode.

If the claim is a prescription drug record, two pre-defined tables written to the

computer data storage medium, are read. The first of the tables is a National Drug Code

(NDC) by Generic Drug Code (GDC) table. The GDC code is equivalent to the Generic

Drug Code table known in the art. This table acts as a translator table to translate a large

number ofNDCs to a smaller set of GCNs. A second pre-defined table is employed and is

constructed as a GDC by ETG table: The GDC by ETG table is used, in conjunction with the

NDC by GDC translator table, to identify all valid ETGs for a particularNDC code in the

claim record.

To determine specific treatment patterns and performance contributions, the

computer-implemented method identifies all providers treating a single illness episode. If a

network of providers contains Primary Care Physicians (PCP), the ETGs clearly identify

each treatment episode by PCP. Financial and clinical performance of individual providers

or entire networks may be monitored and analyzed. To monitor health care cost management

abilities of providers, components of a provider's treatment plan may be analyzed by

uncovering casemix-adjusted differences in direct patient management, the use of surgery

and the prescribing of ancillary services. By identifying excessive utilization and cost areas,

continuous quality improvement protocols are readily engmeered based on mtemally or

externally derived benchmarks. After adjusting for location and using geographically

derived normative charge information, ETG-based analysis compares the cost performance

of providers or entire networks. By using geographically derived utilization norms, the

present invention forms the methodology base for measurmg both prevalence and incidence

rates among a given population by quantifying health care demand in one population and

comparing it to external utilization norms. This comparison helps to identify health care

providers who practice outside established utilization or cost norms.
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Turning now to Figure 2, there is illustrated the general operation of the computer-

implemented method of the present invention. Those skilled in the art will understand that

the present invention is first read from a removable, transportable recordable medium, such

as a floppy disk, magnetic tape or a CD-ROM onto a recordable, read-write medium, such as

a hard disk drive, resident in the CPU 14. Upon a user's entry of appropriate initialization

commands entered via the keyboard 16, or other input device, such as a mouse or trackball

device, computer object code is read from the hard disk drive into the memory of the CPU 14

and the computer-implemented method is initiated. The computer-implemented method

prompts the user by displaying appropriate prompts on display 1 8, for data input by the user.

Those familiar with medical claims information processing will understand that

medical claims information is typically received by a management service organization on

paper forms. If this is the case, a user first manually sorts claim records by patient, then

input patient data through interfacing with the CPU 14 through the keyboard 16 or other

input device.

Prior to being submitted to the grouping algorithm, records must be sorted by patient

by chronological date of service. An Eligible Record Check routine 48 to verify the validity

and completeness of the input data. As each record is read by the software, it first checks the

date of service on the record and compares it to the last service date of all active episodes to

evaluate which episodes have expired in terms of an absence of treatment. These episodes

are closed at step 50. Next the record is identified as either a management 52, surgery 54,

facility 56, ancillary 58 or drug 60 record. These types of records are categorized as follows:

"Management records" are defined as claims which represent a service by a provider

engaging in the direct evaluation, management or treatment or a patient. Examples of

management records include office visits, surgeries and therapeutic services. Management

records serve as anchor records because they represent focal points in the patient treatment as

well as for related ancillary services.

"Ancillary records" are claims which represent services which are incidental to the

direct evaluation, management and treatment of the patient. Examples of ancillary records

include X-ray and laboratory tests.
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"Surgery records" represent surgical procedures performed by physicians and other

like medical allied personnel. Like management records, surgery records also serve as

anchor records.

"Facility records" are claims for medical care facility usage. Examples of facility

5 records include hospital room charges or ambulatory surgery room charges.

"Drug records" are specific for pharmaceutical prescription claims.

A "cluster" is a grouping of one, and only one, anchor record, management or

surgery, and possibly ancillary, facility and/or drug records. A cluster represents a group of

services in which the focal point, and therefore the responsible medical personnel, is the

10 anchor record. An episode is made up of one or more clusters.

After the management, surgery, facility, ancillary and drug records are identified at

steps 52, 54, 56, 58 and 60, respectively, an ETG Assignor Sub-routine is executed at step

62. The ETG Assignor Sub-routine 62 assigns patient medical claims to ETGs based one or

more cluster of services related to the same episode, and provides for ETG shifting upon

1 5 encountering a diagnosis code or CPT code which alters the relationship between the

diagnosis or treatment coded in the claim record and an existing ETG assignment. For

example, ETG's may be shifted to account for changes in clinical severity, for a more

aggressive ETG treatment profile if a complication or comorbidity is encountered during the

course of treatment for a given ETG or where a defining surgery is encountered during the

20 course of treatment for a given ETG.

When the last claim data record for a given patient is processed by the ETG Assignor

Routine 62, the Episode Definer Routine is executed at step 64. Episode Definer Routine 64

identifies all open and closed ETG episodes for the patient and appropriately shifts any

episodes to a different ETG if such ETG is defined by age and/or the presence or absence of

25 a co-morbidity. The patient records are then output to a file with each record containing the

ETG number, a sequential episode number, and a sequential cluster number. Upon input of

an identifier for the next patient, the processing of medical claims for the next patient is

initiated at step 66 by looping back to check for eligible records for the new patient at step

48. Operation of the Eligible Record Check routine 100 is illustrated in Figure 3. The

30 patient records input by the user are read from the recordable read-write data storage medium

into the CPU 14 memory in step 102. From the patient records read to memory in step 102, a
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record validation step 104 is carried out to check provider type, treatment code and diagnosis

code against pre-determined CPT code and diagnosis code look up tables. The diagnosis

code is preferably the industry standard ICD-9 code and the treatment code is preferably the

industry standard CPT-4 code. All valid patient records are assigned as one of a)

management record, b) ancillary record, c) surgery record, d) facility record, e) drug record

or f) other record, and coded as follows:

m= management record;

a= ancillary record;

s= surgery record;

f= facility record;

d= drug record; or

o= other record.

A sort of valid records 106 and invalid records 108 from step 104 is made. For valid

records 106 in step 110, patient age is then read to memory from the first patient record from

step 106. All valid records are then sorted by record type in step 1 12, i.e., record type m, a,

s, f, d or o by a date of service from date (DOS-from). A sort index of all record-type sorted

records from step 1 16 is generated and written to the hard disk, and the ETG Assignor

routine 120 is initialized.

For invalid records 108 identified at step 104, the records are assigned ETG
designations reserved for records having invalid provider data, invalid treatment code, or

invalid diagnosis code, e.g., .ETG 995, 996 and 997, respectively, at step 1 1 1. An error log

file is output identifying the invalid records by reserved ETG and written to disk or displayed

for the user and processing of the invalid records terminates at step 113.

The computer-implemented method of the present invention then initializes an

Episode Assignor Routine 200, the operation ofwhich is illustrated in Figures 4A-8C.

Episode Assignor Routine 200 consists generally of five Sub-routine modules for processing

management records, surgery records, facility records, ancillary records and drug records and

assigning claims to proper ETGs. Figures 4A-4F illustrate initial identification ofrecords as

management, surgery, facility ancillary and drug records and the Management Record

Grouping Sub-Routine. Figures 5A-5E illustrate operation of the Surgery Record Grouping

routine 400 for matching surgery claim records to proper ETGs. Figures 6A-6E illustrate
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Operation of the Facility Record Grouping routine 500 for matching facilities records to

proper ETGs. Figures 7A-7 illustrate operation of the Ancillary Record Grouping routine

600 for matching ancillary records to proper ETGs. Finally, Figures 8A-8C illustrate

operation of the Drug Records Grouping routine 700 for matching drug records to proper

ETGs.

Management Records

The Episode Assignor routine begins by executing a Management Records Grouping

Sub-routine 200, illustrated in Figures 4A-4F, first reads the input claim record for a given

patient in step 202. The first processing of the input claim record entails categorizing the

record as a management, surgery, facility, ancillary or drug record at step 204. A series of

logical operands 208, 210, 212 and 214, read tiie record and determine whether the record is

a management record at step 204, a surgery record at step 208, a facility record at step 210,

an ancillary record at step 212 or a drug record at step 214. If an affirmative response is

returned in response to logical operand 204, grouping of the management record to an ETG
is initialized and processing of the management record proceeds to step 215. If, however, a

negative response is returned in response to die logical operand 206, logical operand 208 is

executed to determine whether the record is a surgery record. If an affirmative response is

returned from logical operand 208, the Surgery Record Grouping routine 400 is initialized.

If, however, a negative response to logical operand 208 is returned, logical operand 210 is

executed to determine whether the record is a facility record. If an affirmative response is

returned in response to logical operand 210. the Facility Record Grouping Sub-routine 500 is

executed. If, however, a negative response is returned in response to the logical operand 210,

logical operand 212 is executed to determine whether the record is an ancillary record. If an

affirmative response is returned from logical operand 212, the Ancillary Record Grouping

Sub-routine 600 is executed. If, however, a negative response to logical op^and 212 is

returned, logical operand 214 is executed to determine whether the record is a facility record.

At this point all records except drug records have been selected. Thus, all the remaining

records are drug records and the Drug Record Grouping Sub-routine 700 is executed.

Returning now to the initialization of the Management Record Groupmg routine 200.

and in particular to step 215. Once the record has been categorized as a management record
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in step 206, the DOS-to value is cx)mpared to active episodes for the patient to determine if

any active episodes should be closed. Closed episodes are moved to an archive created on

the storage means, such as a hard disk or CD-ROM.

The management record is examined and the first diagnosis code on record is read, a

diagnosis code (dx) by ETG table 201 is read from the storage means and all valid ETGs for

the first diagnosis code on record are identified at step 216. The dx by ETG table 201

consists of a table matrix having diagnosis codes on a first table axis and ETG numbers on a

second table axis. At intersection cells of the dx by ETG table are provided table values

which serve as operational flags for the inventive method. In accordance with the preferred

embodiment of the invention, dx by ETG table values are assigned as follows:

P = primary, with only one P value existing per ETG;

S = shift;

I = incidental;

A = shift to ETG with C value; and

C = P, where P' is a shiftable primary value.

An illustrative example of a section of a dx by ETG table is found at Figure 1 1

.

ETG validation in step 216 occurs where for a given diagnosis code on record, the

code has either a P, S, I, A or C dx-ETG table value. The ETGs identified as valid for the

first diagnosis code on record in step 2 1 6, are then matched with active open ETGs in step

217 by comparing the valid ETGs with the open ETGs identified in step 215. A logical

operand is then executed at step 218 to determine whether a match exists between the valid

ETG from the management record and any open ETGs. A negative response at step 2 1

8

causes execution of another logical operand at step 220 to determine whether for the first

diagnosis code is the P value in the dx-ETG table equal to the ETG for non-specific

diagnosis, i.e., ETG 900. If an affirmative response is returned at step 216, ETG identifiers

for the second to the fourth diagnosis codes in the management record are established from

the dX"ETG table and the ETG identifier value is matched to active specific ETGs in step 222

and execution of the program continues as represented by designator AA 236 bridging to

Figure 5B. If, however, a negative r^ponse is returned from logical operand 220, a value of

one is added to the management record or anchor count and to the episode count and the

ETG with a P value on the dx-ETG table is selected and a new episode is initialized. Further
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processing of the new episode by the program continues as represented by designator F 236

bridging to Figure 5C.

If an affirmative response is returned at logical operand step 218, the matched active

ETG with the most recent DOS-to are selected at step 230. If a tie is found based upon most

5 recent DOS-to values, then the most recent DOS-from value is selected for matching with

active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is found, the first encountered

ETG is selected and matched. A value of one is then added to the management record or

anchor record counter at step 232 and further processing continues as represented by

designator G 238 bridging to Figure 5C.

10 Turning now to Figure 4B, which is a continuation from designator AA 236 of Figure

4A, identifier ETGs for the second to fourth diagnoses in the management record are

matched to active ETGs in logical operand 237. If an affmnative response is returned in

response to logical operand 237, the matched active ETG with the most recent DOS-to is

selected in step 240. If there is a tie between two or more ETGs with the most recent DOS-

15 to value, the most recent DOS-from ETG is selected. If, however, there is a tie between two

or more active ETGs with the most recent DOS-from value, then the first encountered ETG

is selected in step 240, A value of one is then added to the sequential anchor record counter

in step 241 and operation of the computer-implemented method continues as indicated by

designator G 243 bridging to Figure 5C.

20 From logical step 237, if a negative response is returned, the ETG with the second

diagnosis value ofP is selected at step 242, then a logical query is made to determine

whether the selected ETG is a non-specific ETG, i.e., ETG 900 at step 244. A negative

response to logical query 244 causes a value of one to be added to the sequential anchor

count and to the sequential episode count at step 254. If an affirmative response to logical

25 query 244 is returned, logical queries 246 and 248 are sequentially executed to select ETGs

with the third and fourth diagnosis values ofP from the dx-ETG table written on the storage

means, respectively, and logical query 244 is executed to determine whether the selected

ETG is the non-specific ETG, i.e., ETG 900. If a negative response is returned to logical

query 244 for the ETG selected in step 248, a value ofone is added to the sequential anchor

30 count and to the sequential episode count in step 254. If an affmnative response is returned
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from logical query 244, a value of one is added to the sequential anchor count and the

sequential episode count at step 250.

From step 250, the non-specific ETG, i.e., ETG 900 is selected and a new episode is

started in the active ETG file. The updated sequential episode number, the updated

5 sequential anchor count, the DOS-fi-om and the DOS-to fix)m the record are written to the

new episode in the active ETG file in step 252.

From step 254, the ETG with a dx-ETG table value ofP is selected and a new episode

is started in the active ETG file. The updated sequential episode number, the updated

sequential anchor count, the DOS-from and the DOS-to from the record are written to the

10 new episode in the active ETG file in step 256. A comorbidity file written on the storage

means is then updated with all the dx codes in the management record in step 258.
m

From each of steps 252 and steps 258 a check is made to determine whether the

processed management record is the last record for the patient at logical step 260. An

affirmative response returned to logical step 260 prompts the program operation to the

15 Episode Definer Sub-routine 264, bridging to Figure 9 with identifier GG, while a negative

response to logical step 260 returns program operation to the beginning of the ETG Assignor

routine 200 and the next patient record is read at step 262.

Turning now to Figure 4C, the bridge reference G 238 is continued from Figure 4A.

For those records having a match with an open ETG, a query is made at step 270 of the dx-

20 ETG table 20 1 to determine the table value of the dx code for the selected ETG. Again,

valid table values are one of P, S, I, A, or C. If the table value returned from step 270 is A,

the selected ETG in the active file is changed at step 272 to the ETG number having an

equivalent table value of C for the diagnosis on record. If the table value returned from step

270 is S, the selected ETG in the active file is shifted at step 274 to an ETG value having a

25 table value of P for the diagnosis code on record. If the table value is one of P, I or C, the

ETG remains the same and the selected active ETG's most recent DOS-to is updated by

writing the record date to the ETG DOS-to field, and the sequential anchor count in the

selected active ETG is updated to reflect writing of the record to the ETG at step 276.

At step 278, the record is then written with a sequential episode number and the

30 sequential anchor count of the selected ETG from the selected active ETG. In this manner,

the record is identified with the ETG and the specific episode. The patient's co-morbidity
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file is flagged with the output read from bridge designator F at step 234. A patient's

comorbidity file is a predefmed list of diagnoses which have been identified as comorbidities.

If during the course of grouping a patient's records, a management record is encountered

which is a comorbidity diagnosis, the ETG for that diagnosis is flagged or "turned on" in the

comorbidity file. Then, during the execution of the Episode Definer Routine, all the patient's

episodes with an ETG which can shift based on the presence of a comorbidity and which are

"turned on" are appropriately shifted to the ETG "with comorbidity".

A loop beginning at step 282 is then executed to determine whether the ETG assigned

by the first diagnosis code should be shifted to another ETG based upon the second, third and

fourth diagnoses on record. At step 282, the second diagnosis is read from the patient's

claim record and all valid ETGs for the second diagnosis are read from the dx-ETG table

201
.
A logical operand 284 is executed to determine whether one of the valid ETGs for the

second diagnosis matches the primary diagnosis ETG. If a negative response is returned to

logical operand 284, a loop back at step 285 is executed to step 282 for the next sequential

diagnosis code on record, i.e.. the third and forth diagnosis codes on record. If an affirmative

response is returned to the logical operand 284, the a logical operand 286 queries the table

value of the matched ETG to determine if a value ofA is returned from the dx-ETG table. If

a negative response is returned, the loop back step 285 is initialized. If an affirmative

response is returned, the first dx ETG is flagged for change to a second dx ETG having an

equivalent table value ofC for the second diagnosis code on record at step 288 and all valid

ETGs for the current diagnosis code on record are identified at step 290 from the dx-ETG

table. The identified C-value ETG is then matched with any open active ETGs at step 292.

Program operation then continues at bridge H 292 to Figure 4D.

At Figure 4D the continued operation of the Management Grouping Sub-routine from

bridge H 292 of Figure 4C. Logical operand 296 queries the open active ETGs to determine

whether a valid match with the identified C-value ETG exists. If a negative response is

returned to logical operand 296, a value of 1 is added to the sequential episode count at step

297 and a new episode having a P value ETG is started in the patient's master active ETG

file at step 299. The new episode is written with a sequential episode number, DOS-from

and DOS-to values and forms a phantom management record. A phantom record is an

anchor record, management or surgery, with more than one diagnosis, which is assigned to
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one episode and its corresponding ETG based on one diagnosis, but can start a new

episode(s) or update the most recent date of another active episode(s) based on other

diagnoses on the record.

If an affirmative response is returned from logical operand 296, the matched active

ETG with the most recent DOS-to value is selected at step 298. If a tie is found based upon

most recent DOS-to values, then the most recent DOS-from value is selected for matching

with active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is found, the first

encountered ETG is selected and matched. The selected ETG's most recent DOS-to and

sequential anchor count are updated in the patient's master active ETG file in step 300.

For either the new episode created at step 299 or the updated ETG from step 300, the

patient's co-morbidity file is then updated with the second diagnosis code on-record at step

302. Processing then continues to identify all valid ETGs for a third diagnosis code on

record at step 304 and the identified valid ETGs from step 304 are compared to the active

ETGs in the patient's master active ETG file in step 306.

Bridge I 308 continues to Figure 4E, and a logical operand 3 10 is executed to query

the patient's master active ETG file to determine whether a match exists between the valid

ETGs identified in step 304 with any active ETG from the patients master active ETG file. If

a negative response is returned to logical operand 3 10, a value of 1 is added to the sequential

episode count at step 3 1 1 and a new episode having a P value ETG is started in the patient's

master active ETG file at step 313. The new episode is written with a sequential episode

number, DOS-from and DOS-to values and forms a phantom management record.

If an affirmative response is returned from logical operand 310, the matched active

ETG with the most recent DOS-to value is selected at step 312. Again a decisional hierarchy

is executed. If a tie is found based upon most recent DOS-to values, then the most recent

DOS-from value is selected for matching with active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent

DOS-from values is foimd, the first encountered ETG is selected and matched. The selected

ETG's most recent DOS-to and sequential anchor count are updated in the patient's master

active ETG file in step 3 14.

For either the new episode created at step 3 1 1 or the updated ETG from step 3 14, the

patient's co-morbidity file is then updated with the third diagnosis code on-record at step

316. Processing then continues to identify all valid ETGs for a fourth diagnosis code on
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record at step 3 1 8 and the identified valid ETGs from step 33 1 8 are compared to the active

ETGs in the patient's master active ETG file in step 320. Bridge reference 1 322, bridges to

Figure 4F.

Turning to Figure 4F, a logical operand 324 is executed to query the patient's master

5 active ETG file to determine whether a match exists between the valid ETGs identified in

step 320 with any active ETG from the patients master active ETG file. If a negative

response is returned to logical operand 324, a value of 1 is added to the sequential episode

count at step 325 and a new episode having a P value ETG is started in the patient's master

active ETG file at step 337. The new episode is written with a sequential episode number,

10 DOS-from and DOS-to values and forms a phantom management record.

If an affirmative response is returned from logical operand 324, the matched active

ETG with the most recent DOS-to value is selected at step 326. Again a decisional hierarchy ^

is executed. If a tie is found based upon most recent DOS-to values, then the most recent

DOS-fi*om value is selected for matching with active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent

15 DOS-from values is found, the first encountered ETG is selected and matched. The selected

ETG's most recent DOS-to and sequential anchor count are updated in the patient's master

active ETG file in step 328.

For either the new episode created at step 337 or the updated ETG from step 324, the

patient's co-morbidity file is then updated with the fourth diagnosis code on-record at step

20 330. A check is then made to determine whether the processed record is the last record for

the patient by execution of logical operand 332 and reading the input claim records from the

storage means. If logical operand 332 returns an affirmative value, the ETG Defmer Sub-

routine is called at step 334, as represented by bridge reference GG. If, however, a negative

response is returned to logical operand 332, program &cecution returns to the step 204 ofthe

25 Episode Assignor routine 200 and the next patient claim record is read from the storage

means.

Surgery Records

Grouping of Surgery Records to ETGs is governed by the Surgery Record Grouping

30 Sub-routine 400, the operation ofwhich is illustrated in Figures 5A-5D.
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For those patient claim records identified as Surgery Records at step 208, the DOS-

from value on-record is compared with the DOS-to value read from the patient master active

ETG file at step 402. This identifies and flags those active ETGs which are to be closed, the

flagged ETGs are then moved to the patient master closed ETG file. The furst diagnosis code

on-record is then read and compared to the dx-ETG table 201 to identify all possible valid

ETGs for the first diagnosis code on-record in step 404.

Surgery records are coded with treatment codes (CPT codes). Each surgery record

has a single CPT code value. The CPT code on-record is then read, and compared to a CPT

by ETG table 401 previously written to the storage means. The CPT-ETG table will have

pre-determined table values. For example, in accordance with the preferred embodiment of

the invention, the CPT-ETG table 401 has table values of R, W and X, where R is a value

shiftable toW and X is a validator value. All valid ETGs for the on-record CPT code are

identified by this comparison at step 406. A logical operand 408 is then executed to

determine whether there is a match of valid ETGs returned from the dx-ETG table 201 and

the CPT-ETG table 401. If an affirmative response is returned to logical operand 408, a

second logical operand 410 is executed to determme whether a match of valid specific ETGs

exists. Again, if an affirmative response is returned from second logical operand 410, the

valid specific ETGs matched in step 410 are then compared at step 414 with the open active

ETGs for the patient read from the patient's master active ETG file at step 412. If an

affirmative response is returned from step 414, the matched ETG with the most recent DOS-

to is selected at step 416 and a value of 1 is added to the sequential anchor count in the

selected ETG at step 418. In step 416, if a tie is found based upon most recent DOS-to

values, then a decisional hierarchy is followed to select the most recent DOS-from value for

matching with active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is found, the

first encountered ETG is selected and matched.

If a negative response is returned to any of logical operands 408, 410 or 414, second,

third and fourth dx codes on-record are read and all possible valid ETGs are read in step 41

1

from the dx-ETG table 201. Further processing of the valid ETGs output from step 41 1 is

continued at Figure 5B identified by bridge reference P, 413.

Turning to Figure 5B, a logical operand 415 compares the valid ETGs for the second,

third and fourth dx codes with the valid ETGs for the CPT code on-record in step 411. If a
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negative response is returned from logical operand 415, the patient claim record is assigned

to an ETG reserved for match errors between dx code and CPT code, e.g., ETG 998, and

further processing of the match error ETG bridges at reference R, 43 1, to Figure 5D.

If an affirmative response is returned from logical operand 415, the matched ETGs

are compared with active ETGs read from the patient master active ETG file at step 417 and

logical operand 419 is executed at step 419 to determine whether any valid matches between

matched ETGs and active ETGs. If a negative response is returned to logical operand 419, a

value of 1 is added to the sequential anchor count and to the sequential episode count at step

425 and a new episode is started at step 437 with the first dx code on-record having a P value

for a specific ETG in the dx-ETG table 201. If no specific ETG has a P value, a non-specific

ETG having a P value for the dx code on record is used to start the new episode. The new

episode is started by writing the sequential episode number, the sequential anchor count, the

DOS-from and the DOS-to values on the record.

If an affirmative response is returned from logical operand 419, the matched specific

ETG with the most recent DOS-to is selected at step 421 . If a tie is found based upon most

recent DOS-to values, then the most recent DOS-from value is selected for matching with

active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is found, the first encountered

ETG is selected and matched. A value of 1 is added to the sequential anchor coxmt at step

423. Processing the new episode started at step 427 or of the selected matched specific ETG

at step 421 continues to bridge Q, 420, continued at Figure 5C.

Turning to Figure 5C, bridged from reference Q, 420, logical operand 422 is executed

which reads the CPT-ETG table 401 and determines the table value of the selected ETG from

step 421 and step 427 based on the CPT value on-record. If a table value ofR is returned

from the read of the CPT-ETG table 401 at step 422, the matched ETG in the master active

ETG file is shifted at step 424 to the ETG with an equivalent value ofW for the CPT code

on-record. If a table value ofX orW is returned from step 422 or from step 242, the dx-

ETG table 201 is read at step 426 and the dx code for the selected matched ETG from the

CPT-ETG table 401 or the shifted ETG from step 424 is read. From the dx-ETG table 201,

if a value of S is returned, the matched ETG in the patient master active ETG file is shifted at

step 428 to the ETG with a table value of P for the dx code on-record. If a table value ofA

is returned, the matched ETG in the patient master active ETG file is changed in step 430 to
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an equivalent value ofC for the dx code on-record. If a table value of P, I or C is returned

either from logical operand 426, or from the ETG change step 428 or the ETG shift step 430,

the DOS-to and the sequential anchor count of the ETG m the patient master active ETG file

are updated in step 432. The patient claim record is then assigned and written with the

sequential episode number and the sequential anchor count of the selected ETG at step 434.

The patient co-morbidity file is then updated with all diagnosis codes on-record at step 436.

Figure 5D bridges from Figure 5C with bridge reference BB, 438. In Figure 5D, the

diagnosis codes on-record which were not used m the ETG selection described above, are

then read from the patient claim record to identify all possible valid ETGs in the dx-ETG

table 201
.
The identified possible valid ETGs are then matched against the patient master

active ETG file in step 442 and logical operand 444 is executed to validate the matches. If

an affirmative response is returned to logical operand 444, for each matched dx code on-

record, the matched active ETG with the most recent DOS-to is selected at step 446. If a tie

Js found based upon most recent DOS-to values, then the most recent DOS-from value is

selected for matching v^dth active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is

found, the first encountered ETG is selected and matched. The selected ETG's most recent

DOS-to value is updated to the date of the patient medical claim, and the sequential anchor

count in the active ETG is updated in step 448.

If a negative response.is returned to logical operand 444, a value of 1 is added to

sequential episode count at step 456 and anew episode having a P value ETG is started in the

patient's master active ETG file at step 458. The new episode is written with a sequential

episode number, DOS-from and DOS-to values and forms a phantom surgery record. If an

affirmative response is returned to logical operand 444, the matched active ETG for each

diagnosis code is selected at step 446 on the basis of the most recent DOS-to value. If a tie is

found based upon most recent DOS-to values, then the most recent DOS-from value is

selected for matching with active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is

found, the first encountered ETG is selected and matched. The DOS-to field of the selected

ETG from step 446 is updated in step 448 to the date of service on-record and the sequential

anchor count in the active ETG file is updated. From either step 458 or from step 448, the

patient co-morbidity file is updated to reference the selected ETG and a check is made to

determine whether the patient claim record processed in step 429, which assigned an invalid
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dx-CPT code match to the record, or from step 450, which updated the co-morbidity file, is

the last record for the patient at logical operand 462. If an affirmative response is returned to

logical operand 462, record processing proceeds to the Episode Definer Sub-routine at step

464, bridged by reference GG, to Figure 9. If, however, a negative response is returned to

5 logical operand 462, a loop back 468 to the beginning of the ETG Assigner routine 200 is

executed and the next patient clahn record is read.

Facility Records

The Facility Record Grouping Sub-routine 500 assigns facility records to ETGs on

the basis of diagnosis codes on-record. The patient claim record is read and the first

10 diagnosis code on-record is read to the dx-ETG table 201 to identify all valid ETGs for the

first dx code at step 502. The identified valid ETGs are then compared to the open active

ETGs in the patient master active ETG file in step 504. Logical operand 506 executes to

determine whether any valid matches exist between identified ETGs for the dx code and the

active ETGs for the patient. If a negative response is returned to step 506, a value of 1 is

15 added to the sequential episode count at step 507 and a new episode is started in step 509 in

the patient active ETG file with the ETG corresponding to the dx-ETG table value of P. If

logical operand 507 returns an affirmative response, a query of the matched ETG value is

made at step 508 to determine whether the matched ETG has a table value of P, C, A or S. If

a negative response is returned to step 508, the matched active ETG with the most recent

20 DOS-from value is selected at step 511. If a tie is found based upon most recent DOS-to

values, then the most recent DOS-from value is selected for matching with active ETGs. If a

tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is foimd, the first encountered ETG is selected

and matched. If an affirmative response is returned at step 508, the table value of the

matched ETG table value is identified at step 510. If the table value for the matched ETG in

25 the dx-ETG table 20 1 is S, the matched ETG is shifted at step 5 14 to the ETG having a table

value ofP for the dx code. If the table value for the matched ETG returns a value of A, the

matched ETG in the patient master active ETG file is changed at step 5 12 to an ETG having

an equivalent table value ofC for the dx code. If a table value of either P or C is returned at

step 510, the most recent DOS-lo is updated at step 516 in the ETG to the on-record claim
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date. Further processing of the claun record from steps 509, 511 and 516 bridges at

reference 1, 520, to Figure 6B.

Turning to Figure 6B, bridged from reference 1, 520, in Figure 6A, the patient's co-

morbidity file is updated with the first dx code at step 522. A loop beginning at step 524 is

then executed to determine whether the ETG assigned by the first diagnosis code should be

shifted to anotherETG based upon the second, thu-d and fourth diagnoses on record. At step

524, the second diagnosis is read from the patient's claim record and all valid ETGs for the

second diagnosis are read from the dx-ETG table 201. A logical operand 526 is executed to

determine whether one of the valid ETGs for the second diagnosis matches the primary

diagnosis ETG. If a negative response is returned to logical operand 526, a loop back at step

527 is executed to step 524 for the next sequential diagnosis code on record, i.e., the third

and forth diagnosis codes on record. If an affirmative response is returned to the logical

operand 524, the logical operand 528 queries the table value of the matched ETG to

determme if a value ofA is returned from the dx-ETG table. If a negative response is

returned, the loop back step 527 is initialized. If an affirmative response is returned, the first

dx ETG is flagged for change to a second dx ETG havmg an equivalent table value of C for

the second diagnosis code on record at step 530. All valid ETGs for the second diagnosis

code on record are identified at step 532 from the dx-ETG table. The identified ETGs are

then matched with any open active ETGs at step 532. Program operation then continues at

bridge 2, 536 to Figure 6C.

At Figure 6C the continued operation of the Facility Record Grouping Sub-routine

500 from bridge 2 of Figure 6b is illustrated. Logical operand 538 queries the open active

ETGs to determine whether a valid match with the identified ETGs exists. If a negative

response is returned to logical operand 538, the patient co-morbidity file is updated with the

second diagnosis code at step 544. If an affirmative response is returned from logical operand

538, the matched active ETG with the most recent DOS-to value is selected at step 540. If a

tie is found based upon most recent DOS-to values, then the most recent DOS-from value is

selected for matching with active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is

found, the fu^t encountered ETG is selected and matched. The selected ETG's most recent

DOS-to and sequential anchor count are updated in the patient's master active ETG file in

step 542.
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Processing then continues to identify all valid ETGs for a third diagnosis code on

record at step 546 and the identified valid ETGs from step 546 are compared to the active

ETGs in the patient's master active ETG file in step 548.

Bridge 3, 550, continues to Figure 6D, and a logical operand 552 is executed to query

5 the patient's master active ETG file to determine whether a match exists between the valid

ETGs identified in step 548 with any active ETG from the patients master active ETG file. If

a negative response is returned to logical operand 538, the patient's comorbidity file is

updated with the third diagnosis code at 558.

If an affirmative response is returned from logical operand 552, the matched active

10 ETG with the most recent DOS-to value is selected at step 554. Again a decisional hierarchy

is executed. If a tie is found based upon most recent DOS-to values, then the most recent

DOS-from value is selected for matching with active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent

DOS-from values is found, the first encountered ETG is selected and matched.

The patient's co-morbidity file is then updated with the third diagnosis code on-

15 record at step 558. Processing then continues to identify all valid ETGs for a fourth

diagnosis code on record at step 560 and the identified valid ETGs from step 33 18 are

compared to the active ETGs in the patient's master active ETG file in step 562. Bridge

reference 4, 564, bridges to Figure 6D.

Turning to Figure 6D, a logical operand 566 is executed to query the patient's master

20 active ETG file to determine whether a match exists between the valid ETGs identified in

step 562 with any active ETG from the patients master active ETG file. If a negative

response is returned to logical operand 566, the patient's comorbidity file is updated with the

fourth diagnosis code.

If an affirmative response is returned from logical operand 566, the matched active

25 ETG with the most recent DOS-to value is selected at step 568. In the event of a tie, a

decisional hierarchy is executed. If a tie is found based upon most recent DOS-to values,

then the most recent DOS-from value is selected for matching with active ETGs. If a tie is

found at most recent DOS-from values is found, the first encountered ETG is selected and

matched. The selected ETG's most recent DOS-to are updated in the patient's master active

30 ETG file in step 570 and the patient's co-morbidity file is then updated with the fourth

diagnosis code on-record at step 572. A check is then made to determine whether the
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processed record is the last record for the patient by execution of logical operand 574 and

reading the input claim records from the storage means. If logical operand 574 returns an

affirmative value, the ETG Definer Sub-routine is called at step 576, as represented by bridge

reference GG. If, however, a negative response is returned to logical operand 574, program

execution returns to the step 204 of the Episode Assignor routine 200 and the next patient

claim record is read from the storage means at step 578.

Ancillary Records

Operation of the Ancillary Record Grouping Sub-routine 600 is illustrated in Figures

7A-7B. Like surgery records, ancillary records are grouped to ETGs on the basis of both dx

codes and CPT code on record. First all valid ETGs for the treatment or CPT code on-record

are identified in step 602 from the CPT-ETG table 401 . Then all valid ETGs for the first dx

code on record are identified in step 604 from the dx-ETG table 201 . The ETGs from the

CPT-ETG table 401 are then compared at step 606 to the ETGs from the dx-ETG table 201

and a logical operand 608 determines whether there is an ETG match. An affirmative

response returned from logical operand 608 continues record processing at bridge D, 610,

which continues on Figure 7B. A negative response returned from logical operand 608

prompts a look up on the dx-ETG table to determine all valid ETGs for the second diagnosis

code on record in step 611. Step 613 again compares the valid ETGs for the CPT code on

record and with the valid ETGs for the second dx code on record and a logical operand 614 is

executed to match the second dx code ETG with the CPT code ETG. Again, an affirmative

response returned from logical operand 614 continues record processing at bridge D, 610,

which continues on Figure 7B. If a negative response is returned to logical operand 614, a

look up on the dx-ETG table occurs to determine all valid ETGs for the third diagnosis code

on record in step 615. iStep 616 again compares the valid ETGs for the CPT code on record

and with the valid ETGs for the third dx code on-record, which bridges E, 619, to Figure 7B

for identification of all valid ETGs for the fourth dx code on-record at step 625.

Step 627 then compares the valid ETGs for the CPT code on record and with the

valid ETGs for the fourth dx code on record and a logical operand 629 is executed to match

the fourth dx code ETG with the CPT code ETG. An affirmative response returned from

logical operand 629 continues to step 616 which compares the matched ETGs with the ETGs
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in the patient master active ETG file and a query is made at logical operand 618 to determine

whether any valid matches exist. If a negative response is returned to logical operand 629,

the record is output to the ETG reserved for a CPT code-dx code mismatch at step 63 1 and a

check is made at step 635 to determine whether the record is the last record for the patient.

If a match is found between the matched ETGs from the dx code-CPT code

comparison in step 616. The matched active ETG with the most recent DOS-to value is

selected. In the event of a tie, a decisional hierarchy is executed. If a tie is found based upon

most recent DOS-to values, then the most recent DOS-from value is selected for matching

with active ETGs. If a tie is found at most recent DOS-from values is found, the first

encountered ETG is selected. The sequential episode number of the selected ETG is assigned

to the record and the most recent sequential anchor count of the episode from the active ETG

file is assigned to the record at step 622.

If the response to logical operand 618 is negative, the record is assigned to an orphan

record ETG at step 633 and maintained in the clahns records until subsequent record

processing either matches the record to an ETG or the orphan record DOS-from exceeds a

one-year time period, at which tune the record is output to an error log file.

A check is then made to determine whether this record is the last record for the

patient at step 635. If logical operand 635 returns an affirmative value, the ETG Definer

Sub-routine is called at step 642, as represented by bridge reference GG. If, however, a

negative response is returned to logical operand 635, program execution returns to the step

204 of the Episode Assignor routine 200 and the next patient claim record is read from the

storage means at step 644.

Prescription Drug Records

Figures 8A-8C illustrate the operation of the Drug Record Grouping Sub-routine 700.

Drug Record Grouping Sub-routine 700 references two predetermined tables previously

written to the storage means. The first of the tables is a National Drug Code (NDC) by

Generic Drug Code (GDC) table 800. This table acts as a translator table to translate a large

number ofNDCs to a smaller set of GDCs. A second pre-defined table is employed and is

constructed as a GDC by ETG table 900. The GDC by ETG table is used, in conjunction
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with the NDC by GDC translator table, to identify all valid ETGs for a particular NDC code

in the claim record.

Once identified as a drug record in the initial operation of the Episode Assignor

Routine 200, the drug record is read from storage to memory in step 702. The NDC code on-

5 record is converted to a GDC code by reading from the NDC-GDC table 800 in step 704.

Using the GDC number so identified, all possible valid ETGs for the GDC code are

identified in step 706. The possible valid ETGs for the GDC code are then compared to the

patient master active ETG file in step 708. Following bridge LL, 710, to Figure 8B, a logical

operand is executed in step 712 based upon the comparison executed in step 708, to

10 determine whether a match occurs having a table value of P, A, C or S.

If a negative response is returned to logical operand 712, a check is made to

determine whether a match having table value I in the GDC-ETG table 900 exists in step

713. If another negative response is returned to logical operand 713, the record is flagged an

orphan drug record and assigned to an orphan drug record ETG m step 715. If an affirmative

15 response is returned to logical operand 713, the ETG with the highest second value is

selected in step 718 (e.g. II, 12, 13 and so on). If more than one ETG having the highest

second value exists, the ETG having the most recent DOS-from value is selected. If a tie is

again encountered, the first encountered ETG is selected. A sequential episode number and

the most recent sequential anchor count of the episode from the patient master active ETG

20 file is assigned to the drug record for the selected ETG in step 720.

If an affirmative response is returned to logical operand 712, the ETG having the

highest second value, in order of P, S, A, C is selected in step 714 (e.g. PI, then P2... then

SI, then S2... and so on). The record is then assigned a sequential episode number of the

selected ETG and the most recent sequential anchor count of the episode from the patient

25 master active ETG file in step 716.

Further processing of the drug record continues from steps 716, 715 and 720 through

bridge MM, 724 and is described with reference to Figure 8C. A check is made in step 726

to determine whether the drug record is the last drug record for the patient on the record date.

If a negative response is returned, a loop back to the top of the Drug Record Grouping Sub-

30 routine 700 is executed. If an aflfirmative response is returned at step 726, a check is made to

determine whether the drug record is the last record for the patient in step 728. If logical
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operand 728 returns an affirmative value, the ETG Defmer Sub-routine is called at step 732,

as represented by bridge reference GG. If, however, a negative response is returned to

logical operand 728, program execution returns to the step 204 of the Episode Assignor

routine 200 and the next patient claim record is read from the storage means at step 730.

The Episode Defmer Sub-routine is illustrated with reference to FIG. 9. Episode

Defmer Routine 118 is employed to assign all non-specific claims records, i.e., those initially

assigned to ETG 900, to specific more appropriate ETGs. Episode Defmer routine 750.

Once all episodes have been grouped to ETGs, all ETG episodes in both active and closed

ETGs are then identified in step 752 by patient age and presence or absence of a comorbidity.

The ETG number for each episode is then shifted and re-written to an ETG appropriate for

the patient age and/or presence or absence of a comorbidity in step 754. All patient records

are then output in step 756 to the display, to a file or to a prmter, along with their shifted

ETG number, sequential episode number of the record and in patient master active and

closed ETG file for the patient. The Episode Defmer routine 750 then writes a single record

at step 758 for each episode containing key analytical information, for example: the ETG
number, patient age, patient sex, the sequential episode number, the total sum charges, the

total sum paid, the earliest anchor record DOS-from value, the last anchor record DOS-to

value, patient identification, physician identification, management charges, management

charges paid, surgery charges, surgery charges paid, ancillary charges, and ancillary charges

paid.

After the single record for each episode is written in step 758 for the patient,

processing for the next patient begins by initialization of the next patient master active and

closed ETG file, the next patient co-morbidity file, and the patient age file in step 760 and

the Eligible Record Check Routine is re-initiated for processing claims records for the next

patient at step 762.

Example!

Figure 10 provides an example of Management and Ancillary record clustering over a

hypothetical time line for a single patient over a one year period from January, 1 995 to

December, 1995. Figure 10 depicts time frames of occurrences for claims classified as

management records, i.e., office visit 84, hospital or emergency room visit 85, and surgery
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and surgical follow-up 86 and for claims records classified as ancillary records, /.e.,

laboratory tests 87, X-ray and laboratory tests 88 and x-ray 89. Two time lines are provided.

A first timeline 71 includes the diagnosis and the time duration of the diagnosed clinical

condition. A second timeline 72 includes the claim events which gave rise to the medical

5 claims. Where claim events occur more than once, an alphabetic designator is added to the

reference nxmieral to denote chronological order of the event. For example, the first office

visit is denoted 84a, the second office visit is denoted 84b, the third denoted 84c, etc.

Vertical broken lines denote the beginning and end of each Episode Treatment Group 90, and

facilitate correlation of the episode event, e.g., office visit, with the resulting diagnosis, e.g.,

10 bronchitis.

A first office visit 84a resulted in a diagnosis of bronchitis 76. Office visit 84a

started an episode 90a for this patient based upon the bronchitis diagnosis 76. A second

office visit 84b occurred concurrently with the bronchitis episode 90a, but resulted in a

diagnosis of eye infection 77. Because the eye infection 77 is unrelated to the open

1 5 bronchitis episode ETG 90a, a new eye infection episode ETG 90b is started. An X-ray and

lab test 88 was taken during the time frame of each of the bronchitis episode 90a and the eye

infection 90b. Based upon the CPT-ETG table, discussed above, the X-ray and lab test 88 is

assigned to the eye infection episode 90b. A third office visit 84c and x-ray 89a occured and

related to the bronchitis episode 90a rather than the eye infection episode 90b.

20 A fourth office visit 84d occured and resulted in a diagnosis of major infection 78

unrelated to the bronchitis diagnosis 76. Because the major infection 78 is unrelated to the

bronchitis, the fourth office visit 84d opened a new ETG 90c. Two subsequent lab tests 87a

and 87b were both assigned to the only open episode, i.e., ETG 90c.

A fifth office visit 84e resulted in a diagnosis of benign breast neoplasm 79, which is

25 unrelated to the major infection ETG 90c. A fifth office visit 84e opened a new ETG 90d

because the benign breast neoplasm is unrelated to either the bronchitis episode ETG 90a, the

eye infection episode ETG 90b, or the major infection episode 90c. Sixth office visit 84f

was assigned then to the only open episode, i.e., ETG 90d. Similarly, the surgery and

follow-up records 86a and 86b related to the benign neoplasm ETG 90d and are grouped to

30 that ETG.
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Some months later, the patient has a seventh office visit 84g which resulted in a

diagnosis of bronchitis 80. However, because the time period between the prior bronchitis

episode 76 and the current bronchitis episode 80 exceeds a pre-determined period of time in

which there was an absence of treatment for bronchitis, the bronchitis episode 90a is closed

and the bronchitis episode 90e is opened. A hospital record 85 occurs as a result of an eye

trauma and eye trauma 81 is the resulting diagnosis. Because the eye trauma 85 is unrelated

to the bronchitis 80, a new eye trauma ETG 90f is started which is open concurrently with

the bronchitis ETG 90e. An eighth office visity 84h occurs during the time when both ETG

90e and ETG 90f are open. Eighth office visity 84h is, therefore, grouped to the ETG most

relevant to the office visity 84h, i.e., ETG 90e. A subsequent x-ray record 89b occurs and is

related to the eye trauma diagnosis and is, therefore, grouped to ETG 90f Because and

absence of treatment has occured for the bronchitis ETG 90e, that ETG 90e is closed.

Finally, while the eye trauma ETG 90f is open, the patient has a routine office visit

84h which is unrelated to the open ETG 90f for the eye trauma diagnosis 9 1 . Because it is

unrelated to the open ETG 90f, the routine office visity 84i starts and groups to a new

episode 90g which contains only one management record 84i. An x-ray record 89c occurs

after and is unrelated to the routine office visity 84i. The only open episode is the eye

trauma episode 90f and the x-ray record 89c is, therefore, grouped to the eye trauma episode

90r At the end of the year, all open episodes, i.e., the eye trauma ETG 90f are closed.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art, that the foregoing detailed description of

the preferred embodiment of the present invention is representative of a type of health care

system within the scope and spirit of the present invention. Further, those skilled in the art

will recognize that various changes and modifications may be made without departing from

the true spirit and scope of the present invention. Those skilled m the art will recognize that

the invention is not limited to the specifics as shown here, but is claimed in any form or

modification falling within the scope of the appended claims. For that reason, the scope of

the present invention is set forth in the following claims.
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APPENDIX 1

ETG DESCRIPTION

1 AIDS with major infectious complication

2 AIDS with minor infectious complication

5 3 AIDS with inflammatory complication

4 AIDS with neoplastic complication, with surgery

5 AIDS with neoplastic complication, w/o surgery

6 HTV sero-positive without AIDS

7 Major infectious disease except HIV, with comorbidity

10 8 Septicemia, w/o comorbidity

9 Major infectious disease except HTV and septicemia, w/o comorbidity

10 Minor infectious disease

11 Infectious disease signs & symptoms

20 Diseases ofthe thyroid gland, with surger\'

15 21 Hyper-functioning thyroid gland

22 Hypo-ftmctioning thyroid gland

23 Non-toxic goiter

24 Malignant neoplasm of the thyroid gland

25 Benign neoplasm ofthe thyroid gland

20 26 Other diseases of the thyroid gland

27 Insulin dependent diabetes, with comorbidity

28 Insulin dependent diabetes, w/o comorbidity

29 Non-insulin dependent diabetes, with comorbidity

30 Non-insulin dependent diabetes, w/o comoibidity

25 31 Malignant neoplasm of the pancreatic gland

32 Benign endocrine disorders ofthe pancreas

33 Malignant neoplasm ofthe pituitary gland

34 Benign neoplasm of the pituitary gland

35 Hyper-functioning adrenal gland

30 36 Hypo-functioning adrenal gland

37 Malignant neoplasm ofthe adrenal gland

38 Benign neoplasm ofthe adrenal gland

39 Hyper-fimctioning parathyroid gland

40 Hypo-functioning parathyroid gland

35 41 Malignant neoplasm ofthe parathyroid gland

42 Benign neoplasm ofthe parathyroid gland

43 Female sex gland disorders

44 Male sex gland disorders

45 Nutritional deficiency

40 46 Gout

47 Metabolic deficiency except gout
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4o Utner oiseases oi tne enaocnne glands or metaDoiic aisorders, with surgery

Utner oiseases oi tne enaocnne glands or metabolic oisoraers, w/o surgery

CADO Endocrine disease signs & symptoms

70 Leukemia with bone marrow transplant

5 71 Leukemia with splenectomy

72 Leukemia w/o splenectomy

73 Neoplastic disease ofblood and lymphatic system except leukemia

74 Non-neoplastic blood disease with splenectomy

75 Non-neoplastic blood disease, major

10 76 Non-neoplasbc blood disease, mmor

77 Hematology signs & symptoms

5^0 Senile or pre-senile mental condition

yi Organic drug or metabolic disorders

Autism and childhood psychosis

1 c m
1 J yj Inorganic psychoses except infantile autism

A>194 Neuropsychological & behavioral disorders

AC
95 Personauty disorder

96 Mental disease signs & symptoms
1 1 A
1 10 Cocaine or amphetamine dependence with complications age less than 16

OA 111ZU 111 Cocaine or amphetamine dependence with complications age 16+

1 12 Cocaine or amphetamine dependence w/o complications age less than 16

1 13 Cocaine or amphetamine dependence w/o complications age 16+

114 Alcohol dependence with complications, age less than 16

115 Alcohol dependence with complications, age 16+

25 116 Alcohol dependence w/o complications, age less than 16

117 Alcohol dependence w/o complications, age 16+

118 Opioid and/or barbiturate dependence, age less than 16

119 Opioid and/or barbiturate dependence, age 16+

120 Other drug dependence, age less than 16

30 121 Other drug dependence, age 16 +

140 Viral menmgitis

141 Bactenal and fungal menmgitis

142 Viral encephahtis

143 Non-viral encephalitis

35 144 Parasitic encephahtis

14j loxic encepnaiitis

146 Brain abscess, with surgery

147 Brain abscess, w/o surgery

148 Spinal abscess

40 149 Inflammation of the central nervous system, with surgery

150 Inflammation of the central nervous system, w/o surgery

151 Epilepsy, with surgery
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152 EdiIcdsv w/o suTPcrv

153 Malienant neODlasm ofthe central nervous svstem with ciirapfv

154 MaliBnant neonlasm ofthe central nervous w^enn w/n ciiroprv

155 Renion neonlasm ofthe central nervniiQ cvqImti with cittoptv

5 156 Benipn nennla^nn ofthe central nervonc cvctem w/n ciircr#»Tv

157 Cerehral vajtculsr accident hemrrtrViaoic wtfli ciiropTv

158 Cerebral vascular accident hemorrhai^ic w/n cnraprv

159 Cerehral vascular accident nnn*liennrtrrliRcnn nrith cnrnr^nr

160 CerehTai vncciilaT nf*f*idpnf nnn.hpffrknrrKacri/* w/n eiir-rr»nrVrwiwuioi vodii^uiai owviUvUi^ uuii'iicuiurtlia^Cy W/O sUTgcry

10 161IV/ Awl iviofui Uioiii uauma, wiui surgery

162 ivia|ui uiain Uauma, w/u suigcxy

K^tnriT lM*!iin fraiivnoivxuiui Diain uauma

164 opium uauuia, Willi surgery

16^ opiuoi uaUiHa, W/O SUTgcry

15 166 ncicuiuuy onu acgcncrauvc uiseoses oi me cenirai nervous system , wxtii surgery

167 ii&ibuiuujr oiiu ucgcjiciauvc ulacascs OI uic ccnutti ucrvous sysicui, w/o surgery

168 N^ioTaine liendnr*lif> TiAn.intmr*talitAivii^ouiw uvauauiiW) iiUil*lllUabloDlv

169 X^icrrainp Kpadnolip infrantaKlpivii^oiuc liCaUawlC, lllUraCLaljlC

170 \^uiigciuuu ouu oiacr aisoraers oi uic cenuai nervous sysiem, witn surgery

20 171 v^uugcuiuu onu ouici uisoiuci^ OI uic cenuai nervous sysicm, w/o surgery

172 uuiaiuiiiauuii OX UIC Cranial nervcs, wiui surgery

173A r •/ InflaTTifTisitm'n 'flip /^ranial n^nr^c nr/n mimAwr
1 II 1 1 nl tuiiaiimi Ul UIC UalUdl UClvCS, W/O MlTgery

174 Carnal timnel Qvndmmp untfi ciiTORn/

175 Carnal ninnel ^vndrnme w/n ^iraerv

25 176 Inflaininatinn ofthe nnn>prnnial nervf^c PYpj^nf ramal fiinrtf^l urifVi ewm^nri" imnv/ii wx uiv iiv/Jt wi (Uiicu 11vl V w/^wvji^t vOl fiAi mill ici ^ Willi aUTgCly

177 Inflanunation of the non>crania1 nerve? evcent cnmal tunnel w/n enro^-rw

178 Perinheral nerve nennlaom with cnra^rv

179 Perinheral nerve nej^nlacm w/n citropTv1 vii^uwiai lAbi v& xi&wuicidiiiy w/o duigciy

180 1 1 auiuauw uiDoiuci oi uic ciaiiiai ncTvcs, Wiui surgery

30 181 iiaumauc uisoiuer oi mc cranial nerves, w/o surgery

189 iraumauc aisorucr oi uic non*craniai nerves, wiui surgery

183 J 1auuiduc uidOiucr 01 uic non-croniai nerves, w/o surgery

184 v.'Oiigdiiuu uidoiucis 01 uic penpncrai nerves

18^ iNcuroiogivoi uiSwoSc signs oc synipionis

35 200 uiiciiiai eye iiiivuuoii wiui buigcry

201 Internal eve infection w/o sureerv

202 External eye infection, with surgery

203 External eye infection, except conjunctivitis, w/o surgery

204 Conjunctivitis

40 205 nflammatory eye disease, with surgery

206 nflammatory eye disease, w/o surgery

207 Vlalignant neoplasm of the eye, internal, with surgery
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208 Malignant neoplasm of the eye, intenial, w/o surgery
A y\ f\

209 Malignant neoplasm of the eye, external

210 Benign neoplasm ofthe eye, mtemal

211 Bemgn neoplasm ofthe eye, extemal

212 Glaucoma, closed angle with surgery

213 Glaucoma, closed angle w/o surgery

214 Glaucoma, open angle, with surgery

215 Glaucoma, open angle, w/o surgery

216 Cataract, with surgery

217 Cataract, w/o surgery

218 Trauma ofthe eye, with surgery

'1 1 ft Trauma of the eye, w/o surgery

ZlSj Congenital anomaly of the eye, with surgery

uongemtai anomaly oi me eye, w/o surgery

jJiaDetic retmopauiy, wim surgery

00*3
Diabetic retinopathy, w/o surgery with comorbidity

224 Diabetic retinopathy, w/o surgery w/o comorbidity
^ ^
225 Non-diabetic vascular retinopathy, with surgeiy

226 Non-diabetic vascular retinopathy, w/o surgery

227 Other vascular disorders ofthe eye except retinopathies, with surgery

228 Other vascular disorders of the eye except retinopathies, w/o surgery

229 Macular degeneration, with surgery

230 Macular degeneration, w/o surgery

231 Non-macular degeneration, with surgery

232 Non-macular degeneration, w/o surgery

233 Major visual disturbances, with surgery

234 Major visual disturbances, w/o surgery

235 Minor visual disturbances, with surgery

236 Minor visual disturbances, w/o surgery

237 Other diseases and disorders ofthe eye and adnexa

250 Heart transplant

251 AMI, with coronary artery bypass graft

252 AMI or acquired defect, with valvular procedure

253 AMI, with angioplasty

254 AMI with arrhydimia, with pacemaker implant

255 AMI, with cardiac cathetenzation

256 AMI, anterior wall with complication

257 AMI, anterior wall w/o complication

258 AMI, inferior wall with complication

259 AMI, inferior wall w/o complication

260 Ischemic heart disease, w/o AMI, with coronary artery bypass graft

261 Ischemic heart disease, w/o AMI, with valvular procedure .
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262 I<:cheTnic heATt HicPnCf^ iv/n AK4I u/itk smcrinnlacHr

263 lAwii^iiuw uboii uidvod^, w/*J rviviij wiui atriiyiillllla, Willi paCCIIlaKCT mipiant

264 T^IchsmtC hcdrt f]l<!C^<Cft w/n AK4T' tintli t*arAiat* ruiVi^tf^nTaftmyidwuwuuw uh«cui. uuwtuw) W/Lr .rvivHj Willi bcUUiclU vaUlClClliZaUOil

265 T^hcmic heart Hi^eatp w/n AK4T

rUlillUiiaiy ilCoil. Ul&CaSC, W/O /vlVll

AOiUc ancurysniy wiui surgery

ZDo iioruc ancuiysni, w/o surgery

carcuac iniecnon, wiin surgery

Z /u v^araiac iniecuon, w/o surgery

i U Z / 1 vaivuiar oisoraer, wiui compucation

777Z /Z Valvular uisoruer, w/o coinpiic&uoii

77"^Z/3 Major conaucDon aisoraer, with paoemaKer/deiibrillator implant

774Z /H- Major conaucuon oisoraer, w/o pacemaker/deiiDnllator implant

77Sz /z> Minor conaucuon oisoraer

1 J Z /D Malignant iiypertension with comorbidity

777Alt Malignant hypertension w/o comorbidity

77ftZ/o oemgn n3^ertension with comorbidity

770Z/7 oenign hypertension w/o comorbidity

Zou uaraiac congenital oisoraer, with surgery

70 75tlZU Zol ^araiac congeniiai oisoraer, w/o surgery

ZoZ Major caroiac trauma, with surgery

ZoJ Major caroiac trauma, w/o surgery

Zon Minor caroiac trauma

7R^Zo^ Winer caroiac oiseases

7^ 78/;ZoO Artenai iiuianunation, with surgery

7ft7Zo/ Major arterial inflammation, w/o surgery

Zoo Minor artenai inilammation, w/o surgery

7COZoy Major non-inflammatory arterial disease with surgery

7Qnzvu Arterial embolism/thrombosis, w/o surgery

->u zyi Major non-inflammatory arterial disease, except embolism/thrombosis, w/o surgery
700zyz Atherosclerosis, with surgery

Z7J Atherosclerosis, w/o surgery

704 Artenai aneurysm, except aorta, with surgery

70SZ^J Anenai aneurysm, except aorta, w/o surgery

JJ Z70 Loner rmnor non-miiammatory artenai disease, with surgery

297 wiu&i iiiiuui iiv/ii~iimniiimauuiy aiiciiai UiM^odv, W/U bur^Cljr

298 Arterial trauma, with surgery

299 Arterial trauma, w/o surgery

300 Vein inflammation, with surgery

40 301 &nbolism and thrombosis of the veins

302 Disorder ofthe lymphatic chaimels

303 Phlebitis and thrombophlebitis of the veins
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VTflHi 1 vjr U£#oCKIr 1 iUJ\

V ancusc Veins oi uic lowcr cxueim^

wiucr minui iniiaiiiiiiaiory uiscaSG 01 tnc veins

V cnous u auiua, wiui surgery

307 vciiuuo uauiua, W/O Mugcry

wUlCI UldCoJIkUa OI UlC VClUS

v^allilUVadUUlaT uiaCoSC SlgilS C& SynipiOinS

320 TnfprHon nf* 4Vi#* nral cnvitrr

321 xuxiaiiuuauuii i^i uic uioi CaVliy, Wiin SUTgciy

322 InflsUTiTriatinn nfth^ nral mvitv w/n ciiroprv

323 iTfliiwia Oi the oral cavitv witH ciirfrprv

324 Trauma of tlie oral cavitv w/r\ enrofrv

325 Other di^en^e<! of thft oral ravitv with ciiroprv

326 Other mceajseQ ofthp oral pav4tv w/a ciiro^rv

327 Otitic mpHia with nnninr cnro**rv

328 Otitic mprlin ivith minor ciirof>r\/v/uua uicuiOy wiui iiiiuui oiugcry

329 wuub ijiwuiaj w/u aiirgcry

5*^0
1 on&iiiius, aucnuiuius or pnaiyngiuS) wiui surgcty

1 1 onsiiiius, aucnoiuius or pnarji^gius, w/o surgeiy

oiDusius aiiQ ivJiiiuuSy Willi surgciy

dinusius ana ivninius, w/o surgery

wiucr cjN 1 iniecuou, wiui surgeiy

J JJ vainer cin i iniecuon, w/o surgeiy

iviajur ciN i imiaiiiiiiaioiy conaiuons wim surgery

357 iviajor ciN i iniiaminaiory conaiuons w/o surgeiy

JJO iviinor niH 1 iniianunaioiy conaiuons wiui surgeiy

ivunor ciN i iiuianunaiory conaiuons w/o surgery

340 CIN 1 maiignani neopjosm, wiui surgeiy

341 CIN i maiignani neopiasm, w/o surgery

349 szn I uenign neopiasm, wiui surgeiy

343 i ucmgn neopiasiu, w/o surgery

344 EriN 1 congeniiai anomaues, wiin surgery

34S CiiN X cuugcEUuu ouoxuaues, w/o suigciy

346JHO jicaiuig oisorucrSy wiui surgery

347 ncaimg aisorucrs, w/o surgciy

34R CiN 1 uauma, wiin surgeiy

349 PWT traiittia w/o ciiri><*Tv

350 Other ENT disorders, with surgery

351 Other ENT disorders, w/o surgery

352 Otolaryngology disease signs & symptoms

371 Viral pneumonia, with comorbidity

372 Viral pneumonia, w/o comorbidity

373 Bacterial lung infections, with comorbidity
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374 Bacterial lung iBfections w/o comorbiditv

375 Funsal and other pneumonia, with comorbiditv

376 Funeal and other pneumonia, w/o comorbiditv

377 Pulmonarv TB with comorbiditv

5 378 Pulmonarv TB w/o comorbiditv

379 OiQ^eTninated TR with miriATbiditv

380

381 /\wuic ui(jiii/iiiu£>, wiui cumuiuiQiiy, age less man j

/\wiiic uiuucjuLiSy wiui cumoroiai^, age

10 38*^1 V JOJ /vcuic uroncuius^ w/o comoruiuiiy, age less man 3

384 /icuic DToncuiuSf W/O comorDioiiy, age j+

JOJ ivimor miccuous pulmonary oisease oiner man acute oroncnitis

JO\3 i\suuna wim comorDiaiiy^ age less man i s

387 /isiniiia wiin comoruicu^, age i ot

15 388 /\duiiua W/O iHi/iuoTuiuiijry ogc less man i o

389 /\duuiia W/U wumoruiuiiyy age i o <

390 ^iuuuic Diuubiiius, wiui compiicanon wim comorDioity

391 ^uiuiuc uxunciiius wim compiicauon w/o comorDiQicy

392 i^munic oioncmus, w/o compiicauon wim comoruiuity

20 393J ^J v^nronic Djojicniiis w/o compiicauon w/o comorDiaity

394 cjTipnysciiia, wim comoroimiy

395 xzmpnyscma w/o comorDiQiiy

396 ^^cupauonai ana environmeniai pmmonary cuseases, wim comorbiuity

397 v^cupauonai anu enviroiimeniai pmmonary uiseases, w/o comorDidity

JZ^O wmer iniianimaiory lung oisease, wim surg^y

399 v/uicr muammaiory lung msease, w/o surgery

400 iviaiignani pmmonary neoplasm, wim surgery

401 iviaiignani pmmonary neoplasm, w/o surgery

407 oenign pulmonary neoplasm, wim surgery

30 403 ocnign pulmonary neoplasm, w/o surgery

404 v^ucsi uaumo, wim surgery

405 v^ucai u ouiiiQ., u|/cxi, ynt/%j oUtgCiy

406 v^ucot uoiuxia, cii/dcu, W/U auigciy

407"TV / i^uiiuuiiaiy uungcuiuu anomalies, wim surgery

35 408 1 uiiuujiaiy i/Uiigciuuu aiAuiiiaiicj, W/U ouxgery

409 Dther ouhnonarv disorders

410 'ulmonology disease signs & symptoms

430 nfection of the stomach and esophagus with comorbidity

431 nfection of the stomach and esophagus w/o comorbidity

40 432 nflammation of the esophagus, with surgery

433 nflammation of the esophagus, w/o surgery

434 Gastritis and/or duodenitis, complicated
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LF£/oCKIJr 1 lUIN

f» fm/4//xif 4'tM nipt- .IrivjaSuius anu/ur ouoacnius, simple

tjO T Tl^or ^ntvmlf^af'^/l nrttli . - .
uicci, compucaLcu wim sujgcjy

uiccr, cumpiicoicu >v/u surgery

4^8 uiwci, simpic

iviaiiguani neoplasm oi ine stomacn and esopnagus, with surgery

440 iviaugnaiiL neopjasni oi ine stotnacn ana esopnagus, w/o surgery

441 ijciu^i iicupjodiii ui ulc siomocn anu esopnagus, wiin surgery

442 ociu^i iicupiabm Oi uic sioniacn anu esopnagus, w/o surgery

443 iiaujua UI anuiuaiy ui liie sioniacn or esopnagus, wiui surgery

444 iiaiuiia ui uic olUIilawll UI CSupnagUS, W/O SUrgCiy

44^ i^-uuiiiaiy UL uic aiomocn or esopnagus, w/o surgery

446 /\ppeiiuicius, wiui lupuirc

447 Appeuoicius, W/o rupmre

44ft L/ivcrucuiius, WIUI surgery

440 Lyivciucuiius, w/o surgery

Winer iniecnous (useases oi uie intestines and abdomen
4^1 iniianimation oi tne intestines and abdomen with surgery

4^7 iniianfimation oi tne mtestines and abdomen, w/o surgery

Malignant neoplasm oi the mtestines and abdomen, with surgery

Malignant neoplasm of the intestines and abdomen, w/o surgery

oenign neoplasm of the intestines and abdomen, with surgery

Benign neoplasm ofthe intestines and abdomen, w/o surgery

4^7*»J / 1 rauma oi tne mtestmes and abdomen, with surgery

Trauma ofthe intestines and abdomen, w/o surgery

4^0 uongenitai anomalies oi the intestines and abdomen, with surgery

4^10*rOU uongemiai anomalies or tne mtesunes and abdomen, w/o surgery

vascular oisease or tne mtestines and abdomen
4A9 Dowei oDstruction wiin surgery

oowei obstruction w/o surgery

4A4HOI- imiaoie oowei syndrome

nemias, except hiatal, with surgery

*fOO iiemias, except hiatal, w/o surgery

Miaiai nemta, witn surgery

riiaiai nemia, w/o surgery

460 wuicr aiseases oi me miesones ana aoaomen

470 iuxcvuuii OI ulc icwLuin ui onus, wiiu surgery

471 Infection of the rectum or anus, w/o surgery

472 Hemorrhoids, complicated, with surgery

473 Hemorrhoids, complicated, w/o surgery

474 Hemorrhoids, simple

475 Inflammation of the rectum or anus, with surgery

476 Inflammation ofthe rectum or anus, w/o surgery
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477 Malignant neoplasm of the rectum or anus, with surgery
478 Malignant neoplasm of the rectum or anus, w/o surgery

479 Benign neoplasm ofthe rectum or anus, with surgery

480 Benign neoplasm ofthe rectum or anxis, w/o surgery

481 Trauma ofthe rectum or anus, open, with surgery

482 Trauma of the rectum or anus, open, w/o surgery

483 Trauma of the rectum or anus, closed

484 Other diseases and disorders ofthe rectum and anus, with surgery

485 Other diseases and disorders ofthe rectum and anus, w/o surgery

486 Gastroenterology disease signs & symptoms

510 Liver Transplant

5 1

1

Infectious hepatitis, high severity with comorbidity

5 12 Infectious hepatitis, high severity w/o comorbidity

5 1

3

Infectious hepatitis, low severity with comorbidity

514 Infectious hepatitis, low severity w/o comorbidity

5 1

5

Non-infectious hepatitis, with complications

5 1

6

Non-infectious hepatitis, w/o complications

517 Ciiriiosis, with surgery

518 Cirrhosis, w/o surgery

519 Acute pancreatitis

520 Chronic pancreatitis

521 Cholelithiasis, complicated

522 Cholelithiasis, simple, with surgery

^23 Cholelithiasis, simple, w/o surgery

524 Malignant neoplasm of the hepato-biliary system, with surgery

525 Malignant neoplasm ofthe hcpato-biliary system, w/o surgery ^
526 Benign neoplasm ofthe hepato-biliary system, with sxn-gery

527 Benign neoplasm of the hepato-biliary system, w/o surgery

Trauma of the hepato-biliary system, complicated, with surgery

529 Trauma of the hepato-biliary system, complicated, w/o surgery

^30 Trauma of the hepato-biliary system, simple

^31 Other diseases of the hepato-biliary system, with surgery

532 Other diseases of the hepato-biliary system, w/o surgery

^33 Hepatology disease signs & symptoms

550 Kidney Transplant

55

1

Acute renal failure, with comorbidity

^52 Acute renal failure, w/o comorbidity

553 Chronic renal failure, with ESRD
554 Chronic renal failure, w/o ESRD
555 Acute renal inilanunation, with comorbidity

"

556 Acute renal inflammation, w/o comorbidity

557 [Chronic renal inflammation, with surgery
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558 Chronic renal inflammation, w/o surger>'

559 Nephrotic syndrome, minimal change

560 Nephrotic syndrome

5oI Other renal conditions

552 Nephrology disease signs & symptoms

570 Infection or the gemtounnary system with surgery

571 miection of the gemtounnary system w/o surgery

J /I Sexually transmitted infection of the lower genitourinary system

J /i Infection of the lower genitourinary system, not sexually transmitted

574 Kidney stones, with surgery with comorbidity

575 Kidney stones, with surgery w/o comorbidity

5 /o Kidney stones, w/o surgery with comorbidity

577 Kidney stones, w/o surgery w/o comorbidity

578 mtlammation ofthe gemtounnary tract except kidney stones, with surgery

579 Inilammatioii ofthe genitourmary tract except kidney stones, w/o surgery

580 Malignant neoplasm of the prostate, with surgery

581 Malignant neoplasm ofthe prostate, w/o surgery

582 Benign neoplasm of the prostate, with surgery

583 Benign neoplasm of the prostate, w/o surgery

584 Malignant neoplasm ofthe gemtounnary tract, except prostate, with surgery
^ ft ^
585 Malignant neoplasm of the genitourmary tract, except prostate, w/o surgery

586 Benign neoplasm ofthe gemtounnary tract, except prostate with surgery

587 Benign neoplasm ofthe gemtounnary tract, except prostate, w/o surgery
f o o
588 Trauma to the gemtounnary tract, with surgery

589 Irauma to the gemtounnary tract, w/o surgery
f" f\f\
590 Urmary mcontmence, with surgery

591 Unnary mcontmence, w/o surgery

592 other diseases of the gemtounnary tract, with surgery

593 Other diseases of the gemtounnary tract, w/o surgery

594 Urological disease signs & symptoms

610 Normal pregnancy, normal labor & delivery, with cesarean section

611 Normal pregnaricy, normal labor & delivery, w/o cesarean section

612 Complicated pregnancy, with cesarean section

613 Complicated pregnancy, w/o cesarean section

614 Hemorrhage dunng pregnancy, with cesarean section

615
TT IJ* # .J.*
Hemorrhage dunng pregnancy, w/o cesarean section

616 Other condition during pregnancy, with cesarean section

617 Other condition during pregnancy, w/o cesarean section

618 Fetal problems during pregnancy, with cesarean section

619 Fetal problems during pregnancy, w/o cesarean section

620 Ectopic pregnancy, with surgery

621 Ectopic pregnancy, w/o surgery
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622 Soontaneous abortion

623 Non-SDOntaneou^ ahortion

624 Obstetric siPUS & svmntoiriQ

630 Infectinn of thf^ avatv nnH/nr fflllnninn tiihp untVi citmonruuwii^uv^ii VI UH/ uvcuy auu/ui iauupiaii luuc^ wiui ourgcry

631 iTiTectinn nf thp ovatv miH/nr 'Tfaltntiinn fiiK^ vutrx mrnonr -nntli #*#\-rMA«4%U*4^>uii&hruuii ui& vivcujr auu/ui ijiiiujjian iUUCj Mffo suigcry, wllil COIuOrOlQllY

632 InfectioTi nfthe ovatv nriH/or ffillnninTi tiihp w/n ciiropru w/n /•nmn.ii\iAi*^t

633 Infection of the uterus with ^irperv

634 Infisction of the lltpmc \Jj/r\ ciiroPTV ixnfh rnmnrKi^litTT

635 Infection of thp iltpmc w/o ciiroprv vu/n coTVinrKiHitT/

636 Infection of the cervix with ciiroprv

637 Infection of the cerviv w/o cnroprv

638 Vaginal infpptioTi with ciirtrprv

639 Nlonilial infection of the vacririfl ^vpnct^

640 Infection ofthe vagina excent tnnnilial

641 Inflammation ofthe female oenital <iv<!tpm with curaprv

642 Hndometriosis w/o <nirpprv

643 Inflammatorv conHi tion ofthp ifpiTmlp Dpnitnl tm/^t ^vn^nt ^nArmt^i^f\.t*lr> %tt/f\ MimA*-**uAxituLuunujA^ w/iiuiuuii ui U1& XviUcUl^ gCIiluU UaCl CXCcpi CnClOinCulOSlS, W/O suTCcrv

644 N4a1i(^nant nponlncm of thp fpnnnlp opnitnl tract urttK ciimonr

645 jvioiiguaiii iHTupiadin UX IQC ICIIlalc gCIUlal uoCl, W/O SUTgCiy

646 ocmgn neoplasm oi inc icmaie genital tract, witn surgery

oenign neoplasm oi tne lemaie genital tract, w/o surgery

v>*tO ^onaiuons associaiea witn menstruation, witn surgery

uonaiuons associated witti mensuuationy w/o surgery

650 V/Onuiuons ossociaieu witn lemaie iniertiiity, witn surgery

v/unuiuuns associaiea wim lemaie inieixiiity, w/o surgery

652 wuici uiacoaCd OI inc icmaic geniioi iraci, witn surgery

653 DthPT* HiCPncPC nf thp fpmntp opnital trttnf wfn piwnonrwiAiw Uiaco^&a ui UlC iCillaiC gClilUU UaCv, W/O SUrgCiy

654 V^nlicmnnt Tipnnlacm /\f fli^ V%n»apt wttli dim^miviaugiiaiii iiwupia5ni Oi UIC urCaSl, WIul SUrgeiy

655 V^alionont TIPrtTllsiCin nf tViP lii*P!ict nf//\ cuTnonriviaii^ioiii iicupiadill Ui UlC UlCaol, W/O SUlgcry

656 ^PTlion nponlncm nf tlip V^Tpnct untli mrac^nruviii^i iicopicuiii Oi UIC uiCodi} WIul durgciy

657 ^enifrn nponlncm ofthp hTY*fict w/n eiircTpn/Uviii^U ll&UJ|JlCulll Ol UIC UiCnol, vrixj aUlgCiy

658 jther disorrfpTs ofthp hrpnct with ciiropru

659 jther disordprt; of thp fiTPsict w/o ciiropn/

660x^ x^ jvnecolofncal ?icrnc cvnrntOTinc

670X# 9 \^ ^aiOT hactenal infection ofthp clcin with ciirfTprv

671 Vlaior bacterial infection ofthe skin w/o surcerv

672 Siinor bacterial infection of the skin

673 Viral skin infection

674 Fungal sldn infection, with surgery

675 ^ungal skin infection, w/o surgery

676 ^arasitic skin infection

677 Vdajor inflammation of skin & subcutaneous tissue
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ETG DESCRIPTION

678 Minor mflamination of skin & subcutaneous tissue

679 Mabgnant neoplasm of the skin, major, with surgery

680 Mabgnant neoplasm ofthe skin, major, w/o surgery

681 Malignant neoplasm of the skm, mmor

5 682 Benign neoplasm ofthe skin

683 Major bums, with surgery

684 Major bums, w/o surgery

685 Major skin trauma, except bums, with surgery

^ fi /"

686 Major skin trauma, except bums, w/o surgery

10 687 Minor bum

688 Minor trauma ofthe skin except bum, with stirgery

689 Open wound of the skin, w/o surgery

690 Minor trauma of the skin except bum and open wound, w/o surgery

691 Other skin disorders

15 692 Demiatological signs & symptoms

710 Infection of the large joints with comorbidity

711 Infection of the large joints w/o comorbidity

712 Infection of the small joints with comorbidity

713 Infection of the small joints w/o comorbidity

20 714 Degenerative orthopedic diseases with hip or spine surgery

715 Degenerative orthopedic diseases with large jomt surgery

716 Degenerative orthopedic diseases with hand or foot surgery

717 Juvenile rheumatoid arthntis with complication with comorbidity

718 Juvenile rheumatoid arthntis with complication w/o comorbidity

25 719 Juvemle rheumatoid arthntis w/o compucation with comorbidity

720 Juvenile rheumatoid arthntis w/o compucation w/o comorbidity

721 Adult rheumatoid arthntis with compucation with comorbidity

722 Adult rheumatoid arthritis with complication w/o comorbidity

723 Adult rheumatoid arthritis w/o complication with comorbidity

30 724 Adult rheumatoid arthritis w/o complication w/o comorbidity

725 Lupus, with complication

726 Lupus, w/o complication

727 Autoimmime rheumatologic disease except lupus

728 Inflammation ofthe jomts other than rheumatoid arthntis, with comorbidity

35 729 Inflammation ofthe jomts other than rheumatoid arthntis, w/o comorbidity

730 Etegenerative joint disease, generalized

731 Degenerative joint disease, localized with comorbidity

732 Degenerative joint disease, localized w/o comorbidity

733 Infections ofbone, with surgery

40 734 Infections ofbone, w/o surgery

735 Maxillofacial fracture or dislocation, with surgery

736 Maxillofacial fracture or dislocation, w/o surgery
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ETG
737 Pelvic fracture nr HKlnrntinn unth ciiraprv

738 Pe1vi<l fWictiire nr Hic1nr:ntir\n w/n ciiroprv

739 Hin 9TlH/nr ^miir "frstctim* tw Hid/tratinn unth curcTAnrcuiu/uj xwLUUi ucui'i.uic vJ UiaJU^ctLlv/lIy Willi dlJJ KCJY

'

740 Vim SinH/rtr fpmill' ^APtriTV* i\T /1lc1/M*afl/^n /\-nM^ nr/n. mmAwrxiip ailu/ui iwiuiii iioL'Uuc ux uibiocoUuiiy opdiy W/O Surgery

5 741 T^ttl Stnt^/f\T fipmil'P fWsi^fYmk /1ldn/*Q4'tn'n /•1nc*o/4 crii'^#vnmoiiu/ui iciiiui liociuTc or uisiucauon, ciosco, W/O surgery

742 w^jjbi CAiiCiiJiiy liatiLUlc Ui UlalUCallOIl, Willi SUTgCTy

743 pcA CikUviiuiy Jiobiuic i/i UlSlOvaliOll, opCu} W/O Surgery

744 c^A.udiiiiy 11 aw14X1V ui uldlUwaUOU, ClOScu, W/O SUrgCiy

745 Lower evtriKTnitv frflrfiirft or rliclnmtinn witfi eiiroAn/

10 746 Lnwer evtremitv frARtitrft or rliclnrnHnn /\nf*n iv/r\ eiiro^nr

747 1 jOWfir ftTftrPmitV frarflir^ or Hlglnpatinn r>lncf>/4 nr/n cniyrr^nrxA/wu bJkuwiuivy uawtuib ui UldiUwaUUll} tlUMTQ, W/U SUigvIy

748 Tninlc frflctrirp nr Hiclopsitinti nntli citro^nr

749 TVimlr frJlf^hir(* or Hictomtinn nr*pn xu/n, ctir

750 inin IT '^TAchir/* nr /liclncntinn w/r\ mtv^rtam*iiuiiA. jjaVfLUiw ui UlalUwallUUy vJOSCU, W/O SUrgCTy

15 751 ividiignmiL ncopiaMii oi uic uone ana connective tissue, neEu and neck

751 mmignani ncopiasni ox me Done ana connective tissue otner tnan neaa and neck

753 ocnign neoplasm oi uie Done ana connective tissue, nead and neck

7Sd oenign neoplasm oi uie Done and connective tissue otner than head and neck

/ inieniai derangement oi joints, with surgery

70 7^/; iniemai aerangement oi jomts, w/o surgery

ID t Major ortnopedic trauma other than fracture or dislocation, with surgery

/Jo Major ormopeaic trauma other than tracture or dislocation, w/o surgery

759 Major neck and back disorders, with surgery

760 Major neck and back disorders, w/o surgery

25 761 Bursitis and tendimtis, with surgery

762 Bursitis and tendimtis, w/o surgery

Mmor orthopedic disorder except bursitis and tendimtis, with surgery

/o4 Minor neck and back disorder, except bursitis and tendinitis, w/o surgery

765 Minor orthopedic disorder other than neck and back, except bursiUs and tendimUs, w/o
alii gCiy

30 766 ^^fTuiopeuic congemiai ana acquired ueiormines, witn surgery

767 v/iuiupeojc cungcniiai ana acc|uirea aeiormiues, w/o surgery

76R ^./ruiopeuic ana rneumaioiogicai signs & symptoms

780 inf*nwnT\\tt*^t^ii nf^nn fatal '*inoMOftAmA*t+unwuinpiicaicu neonatal management

781 ^iiruiLiUduiiiai anouiaiies

35 782 Metabolic related disorder^; oripiriatinp the atitenflta! nerioH

783 Chemical dependency related disorders originating in the antenatal period

784 \4echanical related disorders originating in the antenatal period

785 Other disorders originating in the antenatal period

786 Other major neonatal disorders, perinatal origin

40 787 Dther minor neonatal disorders, perinatal origin

788 ^leonatal signs & symptoms
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C/l Vx

exposure 10 iniecuous diseases

7Q1 ivouunc inociuouuii

i>ion*TOiiune inocuiauon

Prophylactic procedures other than inoculation and exposure to infectious disease

794 Routine exam

795 Contraceptive management, with surgery

796 Contraceptive management, w/o surgery

797 Conditional exam

798 Major specific procedures not classified elsewhere

799 Minor specific procedures not classified elsewhere

oUU Administrative services

oUi Other preventative and administrative services

ft in Lrate eitects ana late complications

filloil environmental trauma

0100 iz roisonings and toxic eiiects oi drags

onn isolated signs, symptoms and non-specinc diagnoses or conditions

Drug record, no drag module
001 Orphan drag record

Non-Kx NuL code

007yyD invaiiu fMXJL. code

994 Invalid provider type, e.g., dentist

995 Record outside date range

996 Invalid CPT-4 code

997 Invalid Dx code

998 Inappropriate Dx-CPT-4 matched record

999 Orphan record
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LCiaim:

1 1
.

A computer-implemented process for profiling medical claims including the steps

2 of:

3 (a) reading a first patient's medical claim data, input as at least one of a plurality of

4 data records, into a computer memory;

5 (b) validating each of said at least one of a plurality of data records for at least one

6 of a diagnosis code and a treatment code;

7 (c) identifying said at least one of a plurality of data records as representing a

8 management record, a surgery record, a facility record, an ancillary record and a prescription

9 drug record;

^ ^ (d)
,

reading at least one pre-defined relation between at least one of a diagnosis code

1 1 and a treatment code and pre-defined medical episodes;

1 2 (e) grouping said identified at least one of a plurality of data records to a medical

1 3 episode based upon the pre-defined relation; and

J 4 (f) resetting a sequential episode counter for the patient.

1 2. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of gathermg said input data

2 includes assigning all appropriate said treatment and cost information to one said episode.

1 3. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of grouping said claim

2 records includes classifying the patient records into episode treatment groups.

1 4. The process as claimed in Claim 3 wherein said episode treatment groups include

2 547 statistically stable and clmically homogeneous groupings with respect to the underlying

3 cause of said illness and said treatment requirement

1 5. The process as claimed in Claim 3 wherein an active and open said episode

2 treatment group inchides said episode treatment group number, sequential said episode number,

3 most recent anchor fi-om date of said treatment and most recent sequential anchor rectord count.
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1 6. The process as claimed in Claim 3 whCTein said episode treatment group includes

2 a single record for each mdividual said episode containing said episode treatment group number,

3 said patient age, said patient sex, said episode number, total said charges, total said payments,

4 earlier said anchor record, last said anchor record, whether said episode was closed, number of

5 days between said database start date and earliest said anchor record, whether a number of days

6 between said database start date and earliest said anchor record exceeds said episode treatment

7 group's days interval, said patient identification, physician identification, management charges,

8 said management paid, surgery charges, said surgery paid, said ancillary charges and said

9 ancillary paid.

1 7. The process as claimed in Claim 3 wherein said episode treatment groups contain

2 at least one cluster.

1 8. The process as claimed in Claim 7 wherein said cluster contains said ancillary

2 records and said anchor record.

1 9. The process as claimed in Claim 3 wherein said step of grouping said claim

2 records includes adjusting for casemix, thereby allowing valid comparisons to be made between

3 the said treatment patterns of said providers.

1 10. The process as claimed in Claim 3 wherein said step of grouping said claim

2 records includes accounting for differences in said patient severity including said patient age,

3 complicating conditions, comorbidities and major surgeries.

1 11. The process as claimed in Claim 3 wherein said step of grouping said claim

2 records includes grouping said claim records into at least one of said management, said surgery,

3 facility, said ancillary, prescription and other said treatment episodes.

1 12. The process as claimed in Claim 1 1 wherein said management records include

2 said claim records representing said service by said provider engaging in at least one of direct

3 evaluation, said management and said treatment of said patient.
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13. The process as claimed in Claim 1 1 wherein said ancillary records include said

claun records representing services being incidental to direct said evaluation, said management

and said treatment of said patient.

14. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of gathering said input data

includes the step of gathering said input data from in-patient, ambulatory and said ancillary

claims for each said patient

1 5. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of gathering said input data

includes the step ofgathmng all relevant information during said treatment episode, regardless

of said treatment duration, including said provider, said CPT code and diagnosis code.

16. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherem said step of outputting and

discontinuing said processing on invalid said claim records includes comparing ICD-9 and said

CPT codes.

17. The process as claimed in Claim 16 wherein said step of outputting invalid said

claim records includes the step of assigning a different said episode treatment group for an

invalid said ICD-9 code, an invalid said CPT code and an invalid said provider type.

1 8. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of identifying valid said

episode treatment groups for said Group Charge Norms includes comparing current said CPT

codes to prior related said episodes in look-up tables.

19. The process as claimed in Cl^m 1 wherem said step of flagging valid said claim

records includes flagging said claim records with a short said diagnosis code.

20. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of flagging valid said claim

records includes incrementing a said sequential andior count and a said sequential episode count

for each said episode treatment group assignment.
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1 21
.

The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of creating a recurrent said

2 episode treatment group and resettmg said episode window when said episode treatment group

3 matches a prior said episode treatment group includes resetting said window for an additional

4 period of time until said patient being asymptomatic for a pre-determined time period.

1 22. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of creating a recurrent said

2 episode treatment group and resetting said episode window when said episode treatment group

3 matches a prior said episode treatm^t group includes selectmg the most recent said claim record

4 ifmore than one matched said claim record exists.

1 23. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of shifting said patient's said

2 episode includes changes in said condition including at least one of comorbidity, complication

3 and defining surgery.

1 24. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of shifting said patient's said

2 episode includes shifting said episode treatment group originally assigned by a first said

3 diagnosis on said claim record based on at least one of a second, third and fourth said diagnosis.

1 25. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of identifying all valid said

2 episode treatment groups for said Group Charge Norm codes includes comparing current said

3 Group Charge Norm codes to prior related said episodes by analyzing said Group Charge Norms

4 by said episode treatment group and National Drug Code by said Group Charge Norm said look-

5 up tables.

1 26. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of identifying said providers

2 treating similar said episodes includes identifying each said treatment episode by Primary Care

3 Physician.
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1 27. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of comparing said financial

2 and said clinical performance includes analyzing said components of said provider's said

3 treatment plan by uncovering said casemix-adjusted differences m direct said patient said

4 management, the use of said surgery and the prescribing of said ancillary services.

1 28. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of comparing said financial

2 and said clinical performance includes identifying excessive utilization and said cost areas and

3 developing continuous quality improvement protocols based on at least one of internally and

4 externally derived benchmarks.

1 29. The process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said step of comparing said financial

2 and said clinical performance includes adjusting for location and using geographically derived

3 normative diarge information for comparing said cost performance of said providers and entire

4 said networks.

1 30. The process as claimed in Clakn 1 wherein said step of comparing said financial

2 and said clinical performance includes measuring both prevalence and incidence rates among a

3 given population by quantifying health care demand in one population and comparing it to

4 external said utilization norms.

1 31. The process as claimed m Claun 1 wherein said step of comparing said financial

2 and said clinical performance includes identifying said providers practicing outside established

3 said utilization and said cost norms.

1 32. A digital identifier for identifying a cluster of correlated medical services

2 rendered to a single medical patient by a medical provider, characterized by a pluraUty of bits

3 embedded in a patient's data record encoding a cluster value identifying a cluster to which the

4 patient's data record is correlated.

1 33. An episode treatment group characterized by one or more digital identifiers

2 according to Claim 32.
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